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Memorial Baptist Church —To Observe 40th Anniversary
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Special Celebration Planned 40th
Anniversary Of Memorial Church
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The 40th anniversary of
Memorial Baptist Church will
be observed November 12 with a
special Thanksgiving
celebration. Included in the
various events of the day will be
a roll call of charter members.
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Memorial Church
was
organized November 10, 1932
with these original members:

"MIN

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lee, Mr.
and Mrs. N. F. Lassiter, Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Wall, Mildred
Williams, SiOney Williams,
Lewis Beaman, Mr. and Mrs.
Noel Melugin, Gillard Ross,
Modelle Hendrick, Marelle
Ward, E. B. Holland, Pauline
Ward, Eva Gray Ward, Mrs.

Violet Johnson, Treasurer

Sunday will be an important
day in the history of the First
Baptist Church.
A new minister of education
will assume his responsibilities;
the pastor will be back in the
pulpit after being honored by
his alma mater and the evening
service will be the first of the
winter season to start at 5 p.m.
The new minister of education
is George(Tom)Moody,for the
past six years minister of
education at the Florissant
Valley Baptist Church at
Florissant, Mo., a suburb of St.
Louis.
Moody,a native of Owensboro
and who holds two degrees from
the University of Kentucky, will
be coming to the Murray church
for the second time.
He served in the same
capacity at First Baptist from
August 1, 1960, until 1966, at
which time he joined the staff of
the Florissant church. Mrs.
Moody is the former Reita
Redden of Lexington, and they
have four children: David and
Dwight, both now married, and
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Ethie Ross, Laura Farmer,
Cozy Compton, Toy McDougal,
Hontas Graham, Stella Farley,
Ruth Melugin, Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Crider, Leon Crider, Mr. and
Mrs. V. B. Gardner, Mr. and
Mrs. Bosco Beaman, Mrs.
Clyde Robertson, D. P. Jones,
Mrs. A. N. Smith, C. Wood, Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Ward, Minnie
Ryan, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Purdom, Mrs. Will Ryan, W. W.
Dickerson, R. L. Williams, Allie
Gupton, Mrs. C. H. Wilson,
Carrie Ruby Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Gill, Roy Smith, Grace
MeClard, Mrs. H. B. Taylor,
Vera Jordon, Mrs. F. A. Taylor,
Gaylon McBride, Geneva
Taylor, E. C. Brewer, N. A.

Considerable cloudiness north
this morning becoming mostly
fair over the state this afternoon through Sunday. Highs
today mostly in the 50s. Lows
tonight upper 30s nbrtfi to lower
40s south. Highs Sunday in the
60s.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Monday through Wednesday
Fair Monday, cloudy with a
chance of showers Tuesday,
clearing Wednesday. Mild Monday and Tuesday, turning a
little cooler Wednesday. Early
morning lows in the upper 30s
to mid 40s Monday, in the 40s
to around 50 Tuesday, and in
the upper 30s and low 40s Wednesday. Highs in the mid 60s to
around 70 ...Monday and
Tuesday, and in the low and
mid 60s Wednesday.
_

mith, Ruth Smith, Mrs. Choice
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Wilkinson, C. A. Smith, Ruby
Smith, Hyden Gream, and Estle
Weaver.
Activities of the day will start
with Sunday School at 9:40 a.m.,
followed by worship at 10:50, at
which time Carroll Hubbard Jr.
will be the guest speaker. A
potluck dinner will he spread
and enjoyed at the noon hour.
The Singspiration will start at
1:30 p.m., followed by special
emphasis including recognition
of charter members and former
members, report on present
membership, a look at the past,
present and future, singing by
Memorial Church Youth Choir,
and a message brought by
Wendell Rone, Memorial
Pastor, 1948-51.
Everyone is invited to participate in any or all of the
special services, according to
Rev. Jerrell White, church
pastor.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Getting assists from two leading
politicians from neighboring
states, Democrat Walter "Dee"
Huddleston continued to hammer at credibility and taxes as
the major issues as the final
full week of his senatorial campaign drew to a close.
Both Senate majority whip
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia and Missouri Governor
Warren E. Hearns, speaking in
Huddleston's behalf Friday,
cited the great history of the
Democratic party and pleaded
for Kentucky to elect its first
Democratic Senator in 15
years.
Speaking here Friday night,
Hearns accused the Nixon administration of having "given
us economic sickness, vestedinterest favoritism and a lack
of concern for the real problems of real people — all because great power has been
placed in the hands of small
men.
"You and I know that when
small men begin, to cast giant
shadows, it means the sun is
setting. That may be the case
with the present administration,'-',
scored the Republican adminis-

Lration for what he said was an
agreement to supply $2.5 billion
dollars in foreign aid to North
Vietnam if a peace agreement
is signed.
"Excuse my down-to-earth
brand of Missouri common
sense, but I. was under the impression that the United States
had been supporting South Vietnam and that Russia and China
had been supporting North
Vietnam in this war.
''If a settlement is reached, it
seems to me that we should
help rebuild South Vietnam and
the Communists should help
rebuild the north.- Now I ask
you if you want a senator who
will silently accept that administration proposal...or do you
want a senator who will not be
afraid to speak out for what is
right?" Hearns asked.
Speaking at Harrodsburg only
hours before Hearns, Byrd said
that visits to Kentucky by President Nixon and Vice President
Spiro Agnew can only mean
'their candidate is in trouble."
He urged Kentucky voters to
ascend a "thinking" man to the
senate and not .one who would
merely represent the adminisTeintfriiieriiiiiTifel'en)

Nunn Outlines Foreign,
Domestic Views Friday

used everything to try to create
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)—
a scandal" from his term as
Former Republican Gov. Louie
governor, but have not sucNunn raked his Democratic opceeded.
ponent for U. S. Senate Friday
Nunn told the lawyers that
during a speech in which he
outlined his foreign and _voters are saying neither major
candidate is talking about the
domestic views.
Referring to a $200,000 Demo- L.issues that affect America.
Adding after his speech that he
cratic campaign loan for Walnow has covered that ground,
ter ( Dee) Huddleston, the GOP
Nunn said, "I hope the press
nominee again said he wants to
know "who holds the mor- will report this."
One of his themes Was the
tgage" and then commented:
relationship between President
"If he ( Huddleston) gets to
Nixon's foreign policy—"dealWashington, he'll need a toll
ing from strength" and "opengate in his office instead of a
ing the avenues of negotiadoor."
At another point in the lunch- • tion"—and purported economic
eon talk to a group of young
(Continued on Page Ten)
GOP lawyers, the former governor said of Huddleston: "This
Deborah and Deena, both
candidate, wasn't handpicked, Licensed Practical
students at Georgetown Baptist
he was fingered."
College in Kentucky.
Then he denounced his oppo- Nurses Meet On Monday
The Moodys will be making
sition for "scurrilous ads on the
The Licensed Practical
their home temporarily at
radio about the Minns' pur- Nurses
will meet Monday,
Panorama Shores.
chase of an expensive Lexing- November 6, at
seven p.m. in.
Tonight at Point Lookout,
ton home and said "They've the conference
room of the
The Senior Citizens of Murray
Ark., the pastor, Rev. Richard
Murray-Calloway County
Walker, will be one of two and Calloway County will meet Calloway Drug Council
Hospital.
Walker, will be one of two recip- at the Ellis Community Center
Johnny Crider, director of the
ients for meritorious alumni on Tuesday, November 7, for a Plans Meeting Monday
KSA-LPN, will be guest
Ozarks. He also is the principal day of activities.
A chili luncheon will be
The Calloway Count Drug speaker.
speaker at an alumni banquet at
Plans for the Christmas party
the college tonight before served at 11:30 a.m. Mrs. Council will meet Monday,
returning to Murray for Gladys Jarret will make the November 6,at eight p.m. in the will be made. All LPNs are
chili from commodities. The Conference Room of the urged to attend.
tomorrow's services.
A Baptist missionary in women will bring simple salads Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Brazil for eight years, Mr. and desserts.
The center will open at ten
All interested citizens are
Walker became pastor of the
a.m. for the regular events. urged to be present to help
church on August 20.
The morning worship service Mrs. Verona Grogan, director complete plans for this year's
of the Senior Citizens, urges all school projects, Willard Alls,
senior citizens to attend.
chairman, said.
(Continued on Page Ten)
Rev. David Roos, minister of
the First Christian Church
- (Disciples of Christ), will speak
'On the subject,''''Our GO& IS
Able," at the 10:45 a.m. services on Sunday, November 5.
His scripture will be from I
John 4:7-10 and Jude 1:24-25.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Leonard Whitmer, will sing
the anthem, "All People Sing
Praises," with Miss Nancy
Luther as the organist.
Fred Wells will be the worship
leader and Gene Landoll and
Frank Wainscott will be elders.
Alison Marshall will be the
candlelighter.
Deaconesses and decons will
be Dr. Clegg Austin, Armin L.
Clark, Richard Cullom, Mrs.
Richard Greer, Michael Holton,
Davy Hopkins, Oren Hull, Bill
Marvin, Dennis Taylor, and
Voris Wells. Greeters will be
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells.
The • flowers on the Communion table will be in memory
John C. Winter, vice-president of the Southern Division of Music Teachers National Association, of Mr. and Mrs. John Querand past president of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association is congratulating Mrs. Neale B. termous, Sr.
Mason of Murray upon her election as vice-president of Kentucky Music Teachers Association at the
The Chi Rho's will meet
state convention held this week at the Southern Baptist Thelogical Seminary in Louisville. Also Sunday at 5:30 p.m. at the
shown is Larrie Clark, state high school vocal auditions chairman. Delegates from Murray included
church with Miss Tresa McCord
Mrs. Mason. Mrs. Larrie Clark, and Mrs. John C. Winter,all of whom have private piano studios, and
as leader for the program on
Mrs. Marie Taylor, Dr. Ellazbeth Newnam, Mr. Clark and Mr. Winter, all members of the Murray "Maturity, Dating and ManState 'University faculty.
ners."

Sunday to Be a Big Day
At First -Baptist-Church
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Huddleston Speaks at
Paducah Friday Night
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Senior Citizens To
Meet On Tuesday

Rev. Roos To
Speak Sunday

Ft. Campbell's Barry Cunningham 1871 couldn't quite reach this pass. Murray High's Doug
Shelton (24) was defending, but couldn't reach it either.
Staff photo by David Hill

Murray High Drops Final Game
Of Year To Ft Campbell 41-7
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Christmas came early for the
Fort Camp_bell Falcons last
night at Holland St—a—drum.
Unfortunately, the Murray High
Tigers played the role of Santa
Claus.
The gifts for Fort Campbell
were fumbles and interceptions
by Murray which led to an
overwhelming 41-7 win over the
Tigers. The loss wraps up the
season for Murray as the Tigers
finish with a 3-7 slate.
Although it might sound a bit
absurd, the Tiger defense did an
outstanding job. The offensive
line was blocking better than it
had all season. But the costly
mistakes by the backfield
overshadowed the brilliant
performance of the line.

Church Topics
Given, Sunday
"The Unwritten Gospel.' will
be the subject of the sermon by
Bro. Roy Beasley for the 10:40
a.m, services at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ on
Sunday, November 5.
James Payne will read the
scripture from Matthew 15:1-9.
Prayers will be led by Lenith
Rogers and Charles Humphrey.
The six p.m. sermon topic by
Bro. Beasley will be "Some
Judgment Day Surprises" with
the scripture from Acts 17:22-31
to be read by Newell Hopkins.
Johnny Rayburn and Jerry
Humphreys will lead the
opening prayers.
Earl Nanny will make the
announcements and Josiah
Darnall will direct the song
service.
•
Bible Study is held each
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. The Ladies
Bible Class meets each Tuesday
at ten a.m, in the churcksanctuary. Wednesday Bible Class is
each Wednesday at seven p.m.

Murray was playing excellent
football through the first six
minutes of the opening period.
The Tigers used a fine running
game to mo—ce,7 into scoring
position. But with a fourth and
16 at the Falcon 22, Landolt
picked up eight yards and then
fumbled the ball after being
jolted.
On the first offensive play of
the game for the Falcons,
following the fumble recovery,
halfback Jimmy Thomas
scampered 19 yards around left
end for the first touchdown of
the game. The PAT by Thomas
was good and with 2:19
remaining in the opening period
the Tigers were down 7-0.
Early in the second period,
after moving down to the
Murray 33, the Falcons punted
to the Tigers. Murray took the
ball on the four and on the first
play from scrimmage the
Tigers fumbled in the end zone.
Fort Campbell right guard Art
Shem well fell on the ball and the.
Falcons, after a successful PAT
had a 14-0 advantage.
Less than two- miouteGriater,
left guard Bruce Yuhas grabbed
a Tiger fumble and carried the
ball for 42 yards into the Tiger
end zone for the third touchdown. The PAT was good and
the halftime score of 21-0 was on
the scoreboard.
Statistics for the first half

Beta Club At Calloway
High Plans Initiation
The Calloway County High
School Beta Club will initiate its
new
members
Tuesday,
November 7, at seven p.m. in
•
the Jeffrey gym.
All Beta members are encouraged to attend, according
to Miss Jarey Kelso, president,
who said a special invitation is
given to Beta Alumni, Junior
Beta members, Gamma Beta
Phi members, and parents of
all Betas.

found Fort Campbell with a 10292 advantage in the rushing
department. Murray completed
one pass for nine yards while
the Falcons failed on their one
pass play. Murray had a 7-6
edge in first downs over the first
24 minutes.
On the first play of the final
quarter, quarterback Eric De
Leon hit right end Barry
Cunningham with a beautiful 57
yard scoring pass. The PAT was
good and the final score of 41-7
was recorded.
(Continued on Page Ten)

Methodists To
Have Communion
Holy Conimunion will be
observed at both the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m, services at the First
United Methodist Church on
Sunday, November 5. Church
School will be held between the
morning services.
The Junior High Youth
Fellowship will meet at five
p.m. for its program and will
then join the Senior High Youth
Fellowship at six p.m. for
supper. Seniors will have their
program following the supper.
The Kentucky Mountain
Mission truck will be at the
church on Monday, November
13. Any persons having items to
donate may leave them at the
church.
The United Methodist Women
will meet in Hale Chapel of the
church at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
November 7, for a special
program of devotion and song
by Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Perrin.
Evening circles of the UMW
will meet Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. as follows: Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. Z. C. Enix, Hannah
with Mrs. William E. Maddox,
and Wesleyan with Mrs. Joe
Cowin. Members are asked to
bring their World Thank offering to the meetings.

109 Students Named To Honor Roll
At Murray High For First Period
One hundred nine students
achieved the 2.5 or better
academic standing to be named
to the honor roll for the first
grading period at Murray High
Schrock according to Principal
Eli Alexander.
Included in the list were 39
seniors, 31 juniors, 30
sophomores and 9 freshmen.
The list follows:
Seniors
Rachel Baar, Melissa Balch,
Melanie Beal, Kathy Blanchard, Carol Brandon, Marilyn
Brindley, Raylene Bui ris, Dale
Chadwick, Cathy Christopher,
Mark Compton, Mary Devine,
Anne Erwin,
Ted Forrest, Dave Garrison,
Ken Harrell, Nancy Herndon,
Chuck Hussung, George Landolt, Celia Larson, Larry
Lockhart, Paula Lyons, Kip
Mason, Patsy Mathis, Barbara
Pace, Jimmy Pasco, Bob,
Pinkston;

C
-sr

Ellen Quertermous, Kathy
Rogers, Karen Russell, Sarah
Sams, Debi Shinners, , Jan
Shuffett, Nancy Spann, Penny
Terhune, Randy Thomas,
Robert Trenhohn, Connie
Witherinton, Joyce Wooden,
Cheryl Woodurff.
Juniors
Donna Adams, Susan Adams,
Maggie Battle, Amanda Buice,
D6nna Cole, Mary Doran,
Rebecca Edwards, Kathy
Etherton, Billy Flora, Gingy
Flora, Rhonda Garland, Nancy
Garrison, Gary Gibbs, Valerie
Harrison,
Denise
Hook,
Vickie
Kalberer, Krista Kennedy,
Ricky Lowe, Steve Miller,
Cathy Mitchell, Trina Nicks,
Sherry Nolin, Stacy Owen,
Beverly Parker, Paula Poyner,
Selwyn Schultz, Sam Smith,
Peggy Visher, Winston Walker,

Beth Wilson, Melanie Wilson.
Sophomores
Laurie
Beatty, Cheryl
Burkeen, Elaine Eversmeyer,
Jimmy Fenton, Nancy Fitch,
Jean Forsee, Edwin Garrett,
Ginger Gilliam, Ken Grogan,
Lisa Harrell;
Lynn Hewitt, Cynthia Jones,
Jana Jones, Karen Jones,
Barbara Kemper, Kent Klein,
Tricia Kline, Donna Knight,
Robert
Mason,
Martha
McKinney;
Debbie McMillan, Melissa
Miller, dIrim Philpot, Michele
Richardson, Vicki Roberts,
Doug Spencer, Lee Stewart,
Karla Wilkinson, Scott Willis,
Randy Winchester.
Freshmen
Bruce
Clayton, Donna
Cornwell, David Frank, Van
Hendon, Brenda Hough, Tarpley Jones, Sally Matarazzo,
Sharon Steele, Donnie Williams
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Wylie Dobbs of Lexington purchased the C. Ray
Bus Lines this week and will change the name to
Western Kentucky stages. The C. Ray Lines were
started here in 1925.
George W. Perkins, age 81, died November 3.
Funeral services were held at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Senator A. B. (Happy) Chandler and
Congressman Noble J. Gregory were both reelected
by large majorities in the election on November 3.
A total of 26 women from Murray and Hardin were
employed by the National Pireworks plant at Viola
on November 3, according to Ryan King who
operates a bus schedule from Murray through
Benton to the plant.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb are the parents of a
baby girl, Mary Martha, born November 1.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Roberts celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on November 2.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by
faith without the deeds of the law.—Romans 3:28.
Good deeds are a by-product if a man is a
Christian.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
When two women meet at a social gathering and
press cheek to cheek in what %ire have came to think
of as the Social Kiss, it reminds one of two boxers
touching gloves at the bell. When two men meet in
similar circumstances, they don't kiss, of course
.
they look to see where the other guys keeps his
•wallet.
"A difference between men and
• women is that women smile
when stepping into conflict..."
—Abe Waterhill
in Bachelor's Life.

Look in the section in which experience and express your
your birthday comes and find opinions if asked but, in the
what your outlook is, according doing, avoid being critical or
to the stars.
patronizing. Emphasize the
ARIES
positive.
Frances Drake
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erst--i CAPRICORN
Meet as many people as you can ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO
FOR MONDAY,
now—studying them objectively
You may have a tendency
listening to all points of toward lethargy now. Don't
and
NOVEMBER 6. 1972
view. You will not only enjoy the yield to it, since the best incontacts, but widen your mental tentions in the world will
produce nothing if not followed
Look in the section in which horizons considerably.
up by solid, constructive effort.
your birthday comes and find TAURUS
what your outlook is, according (Apr. 21 to May 21)
This day can be a "knockout." AQUARIUS
A
to the stars.
If you are looking for happiness (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
ARIES
Just
as the Capricornian, you,
constructive
through
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Even if you have a heavy achievement, you can register a too, may have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
schedule, do not press too hard solid victory now.
road to accomplishment now.
nor give insufficient time to the GEMINI
110119- Be especially careful not to lose
really important items. Be (May 22 to June 211
Stars
presentl
warn
y
against self-control if certain persons
receptive to good advice; avoid
driving yourself too hard, with annoy you.
anxiety.
resultant strain and anxiety. PISCES
TAURUS
Eliminate nonessentials from (Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Emphasize your fine sense of your program in order to pace Be patient if temporarily
stymied in some project in
humor and your good will now. yourself at an easier gait.
which you are involved. Some
Avoid any tendency toward CANCER
new factors may be up for
indirectness, beating around (June 22 to July 23)
the bush. A nice personal As with Gemini, it would be consideration. Keep eyes and
relationship could be at stake. unwise to overtax yourself now. ears open!
No matter how busy, MAKE
GEMINI
some time for reflection and
YOU BORN TODAY have
(May 22 to June 211 U
You may have a tendency contemplation. A new appraisal been endowed with an active
mind, remarkable inner
now
toward
discontent, of your status quo is needed.
resources and strong will
irritability with persons who do LEO
power, all of which are potent
not understand you. Recognize (July 24 to Aug, 23)
this possibility and determine to Suspicion, disagreement in- weapons in times of stress. You
dicated. Nonetheless, you can have a flair for the dramatic,
control such feelings.
gain points and make steady which should serve you well in
CANCER
progress if you neither become the theater ( as actor, director
(June 22 to July 23)
With little planetary help, readily upset nor believe the or producer), in literature or as
a trial lawyer. You are a born
your day will require con- "worst."
leader and will always have an
siderable thinking, reviewing, VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
enthusiastic following, so be
en deliberate- antinn
follow-through tactics to be Many interests can advance careful where you lead! Your
under this day's influences, but business acumen is excellent .
completely successful.
some persons may try to and, as manager of a large
LEO
provoke you. Do not let them. corporation or an investment
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2
A thorough search will turn Stress your tolerance and sense counselor, you could easily
reach a position of eminence.
up many unusual advantages, of humor.
You are also suited to public
so look well. Be adamant where LIBRA
your principles are concerned, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 41-r1 life; could reach estimable
but be open to good suggestions. This day brings brand new office via the law. Birthdate of:
opportunities to use your Vivien Leigh, film star.
VIRGO
talents, to expand and benefit in
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) VP
A give-and-take spirit must various ways. Do make the
prevail now or you will find that most of it!
you have plenty of opposition, SCORPIO
much of it needless. Make a (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
genuine effort to avoid con- You can MAKE the spotlight
shine on you if you watch your
tention.
LIBRA
step, put forth best efforts and
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 IL
project hope and confidence.
Curb emotions and do not let There is a tendency to vacillate
them become a factor in vital however. Counteract—wit ,
h
decisions. Take steps to develop steadfastness.
a latent talent.
SAGITTARIUS
SCORPIO
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
( Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rn,
Give of your know-how and
A
Better-than-average influences: Stars indicate favors,
17,(11:-,
- 411
extra dIvidends.-Start your day...
Prog. Info 7 3334
with optimism and selfconfidence (as you usually do)

Tr--

Ten Years Ago Today

A new records was set in Calloway County
when
7404 voters went to the polls to cast
ballots.
Eisenhower was elected president by the nation
and
-John Sherman C000per was elected
Kentucky
:Senator.
County School board members elected were
Eurie
Warren, Lynn Grove, and Kerby Jennin
gs, New
-Concord. Elected to the City School Board were
A.B.
-Austin and Mrs. Mary Louise Baker.
Elected to the City Council at Hazel were Eric
Dick, C. D. Sruggs, C.W. Denham, and Cy
Miller.
:Elected as police judge was J. W. Wilcox.
The Altar Society of St. Leo's Catholic Church
met
:tin the home of Mrs. Donald Snyder.

14-Z
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Imagine the dilemma of voters in Elizabeth, N.J.,
where the four-way mayoral race is shaping up this
way: one candidate indicted by a grand jury on
nine counts of threatening to kill or assault two men
who owed him money, another eharged with attempted extortion, and a third—an incumbent—
candidate investigated for possible corruption.
The fourth name on the ballot is that of the
courthouse janitor. His nose, so far, appears to be
clean, but nobody is too sure of his qualifications.
We suspect that the people of Elizabeth would be
delighted if they had only to choose between the
lesser of two evils.—Charlotte (N.C.) Observer.
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FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1972

SATURDAY—NOVEMBER 4, 1972

20 Years Ago Today

Your Individual Your Individual Horoscope
Horoscope
Frances Drake

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Kiwanians of the -First Division of the KentuckyTennessee District of Kiwanis International will
witness the installation of First Division Lt. Gov.
Maurice Christopher of Murray on -November 8 at
Kentucky_p_am Village.
Visiting the locairkibli-e---Library during October
were 1,326 persons with 6,200 books, pictures, and
records being loaned, according to Margaret
Terhune and Virginia Swann, librarians.
Elected as freshman cheerleaders at Murray
State College were Toni Burchett, Mary Ann
Crawford, and Judy Thomas, from Calloway
County, Dianne Dowdy and Hannah Mason of
Mayfield and Kathy Rowland of Paducah.
John Ed Waldrop was honored with a dinner on his
83rd birthday on November 1 at his home on North
17th Street.

SATURDAY—NOVEMBER 4, 1972

BURGLARY: BOOM'

-Fast-money, low risk
entice many to steal
Editor's Note: This is the
second of a series of articles
examining the rising incidence of home burglaries in
the United States.
By DIANE CLARK
Copley News Service
A $500 a week job — only
two hours a night — no training necessary. Not bad.
Steve,30, made $2,000 in one
month at it. His occupation —
burglar.
"I think it's a pity I had to
direct my energies that way,"
said the man, tall, dark
haired, clean shaven. A man
who could have been anyone.
"I was desperate," was
Steve's excuse. After six
years in prison he was freed
last year but without a dime,
without a job. He burglarized
several businesses and a residence.
"They were all within five
blocks of where I lived, because I didn't have a car,"
Steve said.
He said he was a burglar out
of financial need.
He tried a job washing
* dishes and another as a salesman but tired of both and
looked for employment elsewhere.
"I desperately wanted a job
but a meaningful job," he
said. -Washing dishes was
out, especially when I felt I
could do something better."
He chose burglary instead.
"There was a romantic quality, low risk and lots of
money.
"I like the good life. The
good life of being able to fly to
'Frisco and have a party, eat
at good places, take out beautiful women."
Steve speaks on behalf of
himself and other amateur
burglars he has known. He
tells how they differ from professionals, how they operate
and what the homeowner can
do to make their job a little
harder.
The amateur follows the
"hit or miss" technique. He
will cruise a neighborhood
and look for a house where no
one is at home. He will check
the garage to make sire. If
the garage door is up, the people will probably be gone only
a short time.
Point of entry is frequently
a side door which usually
lacks elaborate locks. "Rarely does an amateur enter the
front door," he said.
The amateur will ransack
a house looking for money.
The first place he goes is the
master bedroom.
"Women usually leave jewels and other valuables in a
lingerie or handkerchief
drawer: Men put them with
their socks. I check old purses
on closet shelves, linings of
old hats, behind the dresser
and remove drawers to see if
anything is. taped to stir/bottom." The mattress, of
course, is suspect.
In the kitchen, the Old
!'sugar bowl theory" prevails.

If money isn't found — S&H
green stamps, silver and
other articles are taken.
Another popular hiding place
is in a library behind shelved
books or stuffed inside.
"A person in need will take
a lot of trivia. I even took an
iron." Steve also has taken a
television, stereo, radio, silver, vacuum cleaner — anything that could easily be
fenced. A professional, on the
other hand, strikes luxury
homes.
He does not ransack but
looks for things of extreme
value such as jewelry or a
safe, said Steve.
"The amateur is more dangerous than the professional.
He usually has a lot to lose because he has probably been in
trouble with the law many
times before," Steve said.
"He does not want to be identified."
For this reason, Steve recommends that a person awakened by noise lock his bedroom door and make a lot of
racket.
"Flush the toilet, turn the
light on, fake a one-sided
phone conversation. If the
thief knows somebody else is
in the home and awake, he'll
leave immediately."
But don't go out to confront
the intruder. If he is an excon, instead of running he
may shoot because he has
everything to lose if identified, said Steve.
Steve offers tips on burglary prevention. "The living
room lied theory is no good.
It doesn't scare off burglars
anymore. And a porch light is
an advertisement, 'We're not
home.'"
There should be two lights
at least.
In a two-story home, turn on
one downstairs and one in an
upstairs bedroom, indicating
that someone may be reading.
In a one-story home, there
should be one in the back and
one in the front --- preferably
in a corner bedroom.
"Two good door locks are
the best preventative. These
must be opened simultaneously, which is difficult for
a burglar reaching in from a
broken window beside the
door.
"A watered lawn is good. A
burglar will think twice about
stepping in moist dirt of a
flower bed below a window
and leaving a shoe print. And
if he does:
, police have some
good evidence.—
A local newspaper is a burglar's directory, Steve said.
Obituaries list the time and
date of services. "Even the
sickest person in that house
will be dragged away to that
funeral."
Social. columns list party
guests of prominent people
whid• is like marking their
hom(A' as potential targets
during the celebration.
Upcoming events — balls,
bar mitzvahs, weddings, etc.,
also are announced-- adver-

Using that people will be a way
from home, Steve added.
A bedroom of a house w here
a party is in full swing is a
haven for women's purses
easily accessible — thro
the front door many times.
The best safety device a
person can buy is insurance,
said Steve. Whether he lives
in a house or apartment, jewelry, furs, furniture and other
valuables should be insured.
And after a crime is discov- ered, a person should c
for missing credit cards and
charge plates — often unsolicited and discarded in bedroom
drawers
Next: Home security can be
costly.

Farm Bureau
Supporting
Seal Drive
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and you can go far.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Do not become witlessly involved in so many activities
that you neglect the ones pertinent NOW. Conditions excellent for useful discussions,
commitments.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 id
Originality and imagination,
carefully directed, can brighten
this day and boost your status.
But keep everything in line and
don't go to extremes.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed planetary influences
promise some good offerings,
some mediocre. Choose wisely.
Use your talent for getting
along with associates. It will
increase your prestige.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) --KC
You may face some complications — and not in the
areas where you might expect
them. How
you -handle
-sittiationlhand the pace you set
will determine your progress.

CAPP I
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William
J.
Kuhfuss,
president, has lent the support
of the American Farm Bureau
Federation to the 1972 Christmas Seal Campaign against
respiratory diseases and air
pollution, said Thomas P.
Summers, Executive Director
for the Kentucky TB and
Respiratory Disease
Association.
Kahfuss cited the support of
Farm Bureau members in a
letter to
John C. Harrison,
president of the National
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association. He wrote,
-The Association is to be
complimented and deserves
support for its valuable service
in attempting to improve the
health--and living conditions for
all Americans." —
Because air pollution is no
longer limited to urban areas,
Kunfuss expressed the hope
that many rural people will
YOU BORN TODAY are
support the 1972 campagin for
endowed with great energy,
clean air and good health.
both physical and mental. As
Summers said that in dynamic, self-reliant and
America over 200 million tons of ambitious as most natives of
poisonous wastes are poured Scorpio, you have, neverinto the atmosphere every day. theless, a softer, more sensitive
"We must dedicate ourselves to and sentimental side than they,
making the air clean and work and are always more than
willing to help those in need, to
towards reversing the rising
fight for their rights and to
number of cases of emphysema
assume responsibilities in their
and other lung diseases. Giving behalf.
Careerwise, you are a
more to Christmas Seals means do-er rather
than, a dreamer
more medical education and and are never
happy
more research to fight these striving for new goals, unless
diseases. And that, he said, is a for new heights — reaching
which you
matter of life and breath."
usually attain since, once your
mind is set upon it, you never
stop until you have reached a
No-fault guecrerls
desired goal. Extremely verin l'urrto Rico
satile, there are many fields in
SA N
A N PI) — Puerto which you could succeed,
notably: writing,. music, the
ltion's
government-operated
theater, the law, medicine,
no-fault auto insvirance plan
painting, business management
wag 310 OltreeRN ill in its first
),ear that this 'ear, it seism& and finance. Birthdate of: John
the iiremium dropped from $33 Philip Sousa, composer1124 and benefits were in-- bandmaster; Mike
:Nichols,
creamed.
stage and •film writer-director.

Now

-It's still
the same
old story.
a tight for
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Seventh And Eighth Grade Classes, New
Concord School, Tour University Library

Saturday, November 4
Teentown for grades seven,
eight, and nine, will be held at
the First United Methodist
Church from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
your
in the
ical or
ze the

put sex in the grave
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY Four years ago I had a hysterectomy
and from that time on I have been completely dead sexually. I am 45. I was a passionate, well-adjusted woman until
then, but the person I feel sorry for is my husband, who is
46, and was still going strong in that department. We loge
each other very much, and have always been very compatible.
Abby, I think surgery like that is like castrating an
animal. ani it would take GOD to convince me otherwise.
I still love my husband, but I am sexually dead P. S.
I take hormones regularly, so don't give me that bit.)
DEAD BUT NOT BURIED
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The Women of the Moose will
sponsor a chicken and ham
buffet dinner at the Murray
Moose Lodge at 6:30 p.m. The
price will be $1.00 per person.
All Moose members and their
wives are cordially invited to
come.

Hysterectomy doesn't

• ndency
• Don't
best inId will
followed
e effort.

DEAR DEAD: Medical authorities disagree with you.
As a rule, women who have had hysterectomies have far
more relaxed and enjoyable sex since they need not fear
pregnancy.
Your problem ties in your firm (but mistaken) belief
that •'such surgery is like castrating an animal." It is
simply not true! And not until you accept that fact intellectually, will you come "alive" emotionally. Had you discussed this with your doctor, he could have set you
straighi.
DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful husband and two
young sons, who have started some kind of "game" or
"contest" which I think is disgusting.
After dinner they all sit around the table and see who
can "burp" the loudest. They think this is hilarious and
practically fall off their chairs laughing.
Is this funny, or is there something wrong with my
sense of humor' I was brought up to think this is rude.
MOTHER IN MARINC
DEAR MOTHER: That which is ridiculously out of
__Lola* is sometimes cansidered comical. I'd say the game is
disgust/41y ridiettlosm.--Tbs_ boys ,are _young, but what's
their father's excuse?
.J

DEAR ABBY. I had a weird dream the other night,
and you were in it. We were standing near some huge
Australian ant mounds, which the ants had quit using. The
mounds were flat on top. Some people were sleesing on top
of than. others were sleeping in hollowed out places, underneath.
I asked you if it was better to sleep on top or underneath and you said you preferred to sleep on top. I took
your advice and lay down on top of the nearest ant mound.
Just then someone gave me a salami sandwich. fl don't
even like salami.) Then I noticed about a dozen people,
standing around eating salami sandwiches. Some of them
were jumping around, doing Indian war whoops.
I would like to know if you have any explanation or
interpretation of this dream. Was it a psychic experience?
Do you crave salami sandwiches, sleeping on top of Australian ant mounds?
If this letter sounds odd or strange, I assure you that I
am sincere. I really had this dream and would appreciate
STRANGE DREAM
your reply.

rjohn
gress.

DEAR STRANGE: I don't crave salami sandwiches, neither have I ever seen an Australian ant mound. (What did
you eat before you weal to sleep that night? Salamiii

th ru
TUE.

DEAR ABBY: I am 28, but look about 19 or 20. I
recently married a man who is 34. We've both been married before and have children by our previous marriages.
Mine are 3, 5, 7 and 9 My husband's are 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12.
His children frequently stay with us and we get along
very well. When I take all the children out together I
attract a lot of attention, and someme is sure to ask me,
"Are all those children yours?"
Not wishing to stand there and explain, "These are
mine and those are my husband's by a previous marriage,"
I simply say, "Yes."
Frequently someone will come back with, "You look so
young. How old are you anyway?" Apd from then on it gets

. Afternoons

wOrSe

How can I handle it without hurting or confusing the
LOOKS YOUNG
children?
DEAR LOOKS: When asked if all the children are
yours, say. "No," and keep moving. That will discourage
further questions.
Prolstme Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write is
ABBY. BOX woo, L. A.. CALIF. MOO sad enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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SHOE TREE
ti.iside Shopping Center

Program-Planning Workshop
for United Methodist Women of
Paris District will be held at
Shepherd
United
Good
Methodist Church at two p.m.
Note change in time.
Monday, November 6
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Bob Orr at one
p.m. Members note change in
date.
The New Concord ParentTeacher Club will have a
potluck supper at the school at
seven p.m.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
mett at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Cal Luther as guest
speaker. Note change in date.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Jack Shell, Glenn Rogers, Don
Grogan, Joseph Rexroat,
James Ransons, and Lawrence
Philpot..
The Baptist Women of Flint
Church will meet in the home of
Mrs. Macon Rickman at seven
p.m. for the World Day of
Prayer. A potluck supper will
be served.
The Baptist Women of the
Hazel Baptist Church will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at the church
annex to observe the World Day
of Prayer. A covered dish
luncheon will be served at noon
followed by the program on
"Communicating The Gospel"
at one p.m.
The Kathleen Jones Group of
- the First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper at six
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Stanford Andrus. Mrs. Madelle
Talent will be program leader.
The United Methodist Women
of the Coldwater Church will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.

Tuesday, November 7
The Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Newnam, 1324k2 Main Street.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Verne Campbell at 1:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the First Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the church.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

Group H of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
meet with Mrs. Marvin Fulton
with Mrs. A. Carman as
cohostess at two p.m. Mrs.
Frank Roberts will have the
program and Mrs. Clyde Jones
the worship.
r
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Sunday, November 5
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny
will have open house in
celebration of their 25th wedding anniversary from two to
four p.m. at their home, 1509
Chaucer Drive, Canterbury
Estates. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Group I of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. John
Quertermous at ten a.m. with
Mrs. A.H. Titsworth as
program leader.

SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Start
7:00
2 HITS

The seventh and eighth grade
classes of New Concord
Elementary School visited the
Murray State University
Library on Wednesday morning, October 25.
Accompanying the students
were their teachers, Mrs. Linda
Patterson and Mr. Mac
Coleman, and Mrs. Patsy
Pittman, librarian, and Mrs.
Alta Garrison, bus driver.
The students were greeted in
the lobby by Mrs. Schorrig. She
presented a brief history of the
library and explained different
places that would be included in
the tour.
While in the lobby, the
students examined the card
catalog and compared it with
the one in their shoo!'library.
They also viewed the various

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with the program by Mrs.
W.Z. Carter and Mrs. George
Hart. Hostesses will be
Mesdames His 0 Oakley,
Ewen
Allbritten,
F.E.
Crawford, Henry Warren, and
Eugene Tarry.
The TOPS Club will meet at
the Calloway Health Center at
seven p.m.
The Baptist Women of the
Grace Church will meet at the
church at two p.m.

The International Women's Club met October 27 at seven p.m. in the home of Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger. Shown from center front, seated, are Mrs. Beatriz Pino, Colombia, Mrs. Von Tomko, Vietnam, Mrs. Mine Coskuner, Turkey. Mrs. Nancy Culp, Briensburg, Miss Nancy Noffsinger, Murray,
Miss Debbie Tsui, Taiwan, Miss Anna Erwin, Kirksey, Miss Enna Buchele, Ecuador, Miss Chih
Liang, Taiwan, Mrs. Stella Latunde, Nigeria, and Miss Ashraf Kowsari, Persia; standing, Mrs.
Grade Erwin, Kirksey. Mrs. Gracie Holland, Cherry Corner, Mrs. June Crider. Elm Grove, Mrs.
Masako Cornell, Hawaii and Murray, and Mrs. Darla Culp, Briensburg. Not pictured is Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger. Plans were announced for the Thanksgiving dinner for Internationals at the Baptist
Student Union on
,
4N vember 17 at six p.m., sponsored by the Blood River Baptist Association WMU.

Coldwater Cub Has
Craft Lesson At
The Fuqua Home
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club held its October meeting at
the home of Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
with Mrs. Jerry Bazzell
presiding and -opening the
meeting with prayer.
Roll call was answered by
each member giving a nice
thing a neighbor had done for
her.
The craft lesson on "Reading
Crochet Instructions" was
given. Mrs. Sarah Sanderson
taught Mrs. Homer Bazzell how
to make a shawl in the shell
stitch, Mrs. Leroy Frazier, a
visitor, taught Mrs. Wayne
Adams how to hold the needle
and make the chain stitch. Mrs.
Dan Bazzell started the popular
head hugger for her daughter.
Mrs. Linda Newsome fitted her
daughter, Kelly, with the
Granny Afghan vest design.
Mrs. Mable Carroll read the
different stitches to Mrs. Earl
Adams, Mrs. Hugh Adams, and
Mrs. Hill Adams.
Mrs. Cletie Black gathered
flowers
for
a
dried
arrangement. Mrs. Vacia Smith
brought a beautiful green felt
parrot trimmed in gold sequins
to decorate the refreigerator.
Each person present signed eget well card and sent a gift to
the president, Mrs. Newel
Dioores; who was in the hospital..
The hostess was assisted in
serving refreshments by her
niece, Mrs. Wayne Adams.
Children present- 'were Kelly
Newsome, Tracy Adams, and
Kelly Adams.
The November meeting will
be held in the home of Mrs. Hill
Adams. The lesson will be on
"Christmas Gifts From the
Scrap Basket."

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Stitchery is an art from that
tells a story and gives a personal touch to your clothing.
Embroidery can add a "folksy"
look to new garments or can
help revitalize and up date older
clothes. Use stitchery on yokes,
collars, cuffs; bibs, borders on
skirts, ties, belts .and vests.
Embroidery looks best when the
fabric yarn, colors and textures
posses some of the sanie
-squatitiess-Select-asiahric_ that
has a fairly open plain weave.
This allows plenty of room for
the yarn and needle to gn
through without puncturing and
puckering the fabric. Cotton
embroidery floss is appropriate
for garments you plan to wash.
It may be wise to preshrink the
floss. Use wood crewel yarn
with all fabrics you will dry
clean. An embroidery or crewel
needle has a large eye for easy
threading without puncturing
the fabric. An embroidery hoop
iipeps the fabric taut so your
embroidery stitches are formed
with the proper amount of
tension.—Catherine
C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
Phone: 236-2351.
Put a 'trellis over that small,
odd-shaped problem window in
the hall, kitchen or utility room.
Hang small pots of Vines or
herbs on,the drellis at different
intervlü Ea—Interest-. —This
eliminates the need for a cur-

Store foods, whether fresh or
left-over properly. Store fresh
meats lightly covered in coldest
part of refrigerator and use
pronirilly. Leftover cooked
meat can be stored in the
refrigerator
almost
immediately after cooking. Eggs
are best left in the carton in
co-rdiW" part -of-srefriger
. ator.Refrigerate custards,
mayonnaise,cream, pies or any
other foods made with eggs.—
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg.
Clinton, Ky. 42031 Phone: 653=31.

FBIRTHSj
FORD BOY
A baby bo3F., Christopher
Norman, weighing six pounds
twelve ounces, was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Ford, 1506
Henry, Murray, on Monday.
October 30, at 10:39 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a graduate
student at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mrs. Alma
Ford of Louisville and Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Sheeler of
Morristown, N.J A great
= -grandmother-.is Mrs._ Edgar
Larsh of Baltimore, Md.
-

Activities by the Senior
Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County have been
held during the past week.
The women at the Ellis Center
have been very busy making
articles for the bazaar to be
held at the Federal Savings and
Loan Building on December 9.
On Wednesday, October 25,
the Senior Citizens of the
Douglass Community met at the
Douglass Center where they
saw the film, "Black History."
This film was shown by Mrs.
Ken Adams of the Calloway
Public Library and
Mrs.
Dorothy
Key,
regional
librarian. The group at
Douglass also continued their
bead making and Atter - painting projects.
The Calloway County Health
Center nurses gave TB skin
_tests and diphtheria-tetanus
shots to the-&
-riiiiir El-titans
met at the Ellis.Center on October 25. Those from the Health
Center who helped were Mrs.
Dee lines, Mrs. Brooksie
Maddox, and Mrs. Daphene
Mowery, nurses, and Linda
Jones, social worker.
The Senior Citizens are
planning to make a friendship
quilt and Mrs. Verona Grogan,
director, said the good quilters
are needed.
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that adjusts to all carpets by being an
upright and a hose type cleaner too.

ON SPECIAL UNTIL
NOV. 30, 1972
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Phone 767-6295 For
Free Demonstration
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Drycleaning SPECIAL
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Mrs. Jerry Hopper
Honoree At Event
At Sanderson Home

•
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Mrs. Jerry Hopper was
honored with a surprise stork
shower at the home of Mrs. Rob
Sanderson at Dexter on
Thursday, October 26, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
The honoree had been asked
by Miss Janette Burkeen to go
with her to Mrs. Sanderson's
home for the evening and when
she arrived the guests were
present to surprise Mrs. Hopper
with gifts. Mrs. Samuel Willett,
sister of Mrs. Hopper, and Miss
Barbara Alexander were
hostesses for the event.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Miss Alexander
and Mrs. Willett, to Mesdames
Charles
Nanney,
Mike
Bowman, Richard Melton,
Donnie Miller, James C.
Williams, Jr., Charles Van
Dyke,
Charles
Thomas
Williams, Gene McCutcheon,
ob Sanderson, Miss Janette
Burkeen, and the honoree.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
Mrs. Edd Phillips, and Mrs.
James C. Williams, Sr.
Short cocktail dresses and
long gowns will make the
V.inter scene. To complement
these looks. the National
Handbag
Association
recommends crushed velvet or
velvet --- worn as a shoulder
bag or clutch by inserting the

tain or drapes and disguises the
fact that the window is a different shape than the others in
the room.—Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, LaCenter, Ky. 42056
Phone: 665-5671.

Activities Held By
Senior Citizens
During Past Week

displays and observed the
automatic check-out system.
During the tour of the library
annex, the Jesse Stuart suite
was visited. The students found
this to be very interesting and
could relate many of the things'
they saw to their studies at
school. They especially enjoyed
seeing Jesse Stuart's books that
have been translated into'
braille as well as several
languages.
In the education library, the
classes browsed through the
textbook displays looking for'
the textbooks used in their school. Many were successful in
finding the teacher's edition of
their math textbook.
The
classes
enjoyed
viewing the bound magazines in
the serials department. They
discovered that magazines can
be kept for years by this
method. In this department,
they also viewed the many
newspapers, both local and
foreign.
The majority of the morning
was spent in the reference room
and the microfilm department.
In these two parts, the students
worked on
their
group
assignments in social studies
and science. The students
learned how to insert microfilm
into the readers and were free
to view whatever film they
needed to see.
Also, this section was where
the library personnel showed
them how to trace their family
tree in the genealogy books:
Many of the students found their
great-grandfathers listed in
these books.
This trip was discussed and
related to several classes after
ret returning to the school. This
annual field trip proved to be a
very enjoyable and educational
experience, one of the teachers
said.
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Erving L
Victory
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Sportsmen making ready for
Kentucky's 1972 upland game,
water fowl and gun deer
seasons can expect good hunting, accordng to the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
The overall hunting picture is
as good as last year, with some
areas reporting an increase in
game species.
A brief rundown on the
seasons, limits and restrictions
follows:

GUN DEER SEASON—(For
Whitetail, Fallow and European
Red Deer) The dates are Nov.
11-Nov. 15 (daylight hours
only). The limit is one deer,
with at least one forked antler,
per hunter; whether taken by
gun or bow and arrow.
Deer with at least one forked
antler may be taken in all
counties except Jackson and
Owsley.
Jill deer hunters must have in
their possession a valid Kerkis
tucky hunting license aril a deer
hunting permit.
Legal deer weapons are:
shotgun, 10 guage maximum
and 20 guage minimum with
shells carrying single slug;
center-fire rifles, .240 caliber
and larger (except any M-1 30
caliber carbine or .256 caliber
rifle); muzzle-loading rifles of
—738&1115ernr tat gri
the shoulder; and semiautomatic rifles (trigger must
be pulled each time rifle fires.)

DUCK SEASON—The dates
are Dec. 2-Jan. 20, from onehalf hour before sunrise until
sunset. The limits are four
ducks daily and eight in
possession. No canvasback or
redhead ducks may be taken
during the 1972 season.
Duck hunters over the age of
16 must carry a current federal
migratory
bird
hunting
stamp, validated by the hunter's signature written across
the face of the stamp. Those
under 16 are not required to
have a stamp. All hunters also
must have a valid Kentucky
hunting license.

Upland
UPLAND
SEASON—The
dates for squirrel are Nov. 16Dec. 31 for rabbit, Nov. 16-Jan
31; for quail, Nov. 16-Jan 31;
and for grouse, Nov. 16-Feb. 28.
The dates of the Shake-out
Season (taking with dogs only)
are Oct. 22-Nov. 15, and there
are no daily or possession
limits.
The dates of the Taking
Season for furbearers are Nov.
16-Jan 31, with no possession or
daily limits.
••

The Dove Season dates are
Dec. 1-Dec. 9, with a daily limit
of 12 and 24 birds allowed in
possession.
For those who like to go after
wild turkeys, the season dates
are Oct. 14-Nov. 4, and Dec. 16Dec.30.
All hunters are reminded that
hunting is a privilege and not a
right, and are urged to ask
farmers for permission to hunt.
inhunting
Complete
formational guides and digests
are available at county court
clerk's offices, most sporting
goods stores and from the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•FisheintigunEt.qinugipment
Equipment
• Archery Equipment
Chestnut Street

Kentucky_

PAUL'S TAXIDERMY

Staff photo by Jerry Allen

You've squeezed the triger, or
released your arrow and your
deer is down, what you do next
is important if you want good
venison on the table.
Don't put yourself in the
position of the so-called novice
'hunter whim-kills his first deer,
rushes up to it and then thinks to
himself: ''Well, I killed it, but
what do I do now?'•
Hunters should know exactly
what to do after bagging their
• game. Meat can spoil and good
venison can be wasted if it's not
handled right and immediately.
• Field dress all game as soon as
• possible after it has been killed.
Prompt, clean removal of the
insides will speed the coolingout process, help prevent
spoiling and improve the taste
later an.
The first step in field dressing
a deer is to bleed it. The head
should be downhill to help
drainage of blood. Insert your
hunting knife in front of the
breast bone and sever
the
major arteries leading from the
heart to the neck. If the head is
to be saved for trophy mounting, skip this step.
When you cut the deer open
don't just start slashing away.
Take it easy. It's important to
do it right. First make a small
slit in the belly with the knife,
being careful not to cut any
internal organs.
Work your fingers through
this hole and press the paunch
or intestines away. Cut through
the hide along the center line of
the belly from brisket to vent.
As you cut, use your fingers as
a guide to prevent the blade
from cutting the intestines.
Cut deeply around the anus
and free organs in the pelvic
cavity. They can be removed
with the intestines. Separate the
hind quarters by splitting the
pelvic bone with a knife, hand
axe or saw. If necessary to use a
knife: a few taps with a rock on
The back of the blade will help
split the pelvis.

Open the chest cavity from
front to back through the breast•
bone. Cut the muscles of the
diaphragm around its circumference separating the
chest from the stomach cavity.
It's a good idea to maneuver
the eafeass around so the entrails will roll out downhill.
Use one hand to press the
lungs out of the way. With your
knife in the other hand, reach
into the chest cavity and sever
the windpipe and gullet where
they enter the chest from the
neck.
Pull out the heart, liver,
lungs, paunch and intestines. It
will be necessary to reach right
into the carcass with your arms
to drag out the mess do so don't
be squeamish. You may have to
loosen some entrails from the
back of your knife, but usually
just about everything can be
pulled away without too much
trouble.

GOOD SEASON—The dates
are Nov. 12-Jan 20. Geese may
be taken from one-half hour
before sunrise until sunset.
The limits are five birds per
day and five in possession.

car. If you can't hang the deer
in the air, drape it over a log or
pile of rocks belly side-up
anything to get it off the ground.
The important thing is to get the
meat cooled so it won't spoil.

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Route 2
Buchannan. Tenn.,

us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!
Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.
"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR

HUTSON

MAJOR BUSINESS"

753-1933

_.1erfilhzer
Poor Prescription Carefully & ACcurately

Located W Railroad Avenue

Pontoon Boats
House Boat Rentals

Dale Hollow
Dale Hollow Crappiegood
on minnows in submerged cover; black bass fair on surface
and rmedium runners; clear,
stable and 61 degrees.
Rough River—Black Bass
good in south fork on black doll
flies with black pork rind and
on deep runners:- crappie good
on minnows along creek channels and stump beds; white
bass and catfish fair to good
below dam; clear to murky to
muddy,falling and 60 degrees.

Katter
for Cong

Call

Cal
Fir

Barkley—Crappie good on
minnows in cover areas of inlets and bays; black bass fair
on medium and deep runners
along channel banks and stump
beds; catfish fair on cutbait below dam; clear, falling and 60
degrees.

Ch
Jackie Vaughn and Marshall Carter took this nice string of crappie on Lake Barkley
this week. The
Murray fishermen took the haul in shallow tree tops and stumps.

Buckhorn—Black bass good
on medium runners along the
week beds; white bass fair to
good on minnows along points
and deep banks; trout good below dam; murky, falling and
61.
When a hunter bags his deer operated by the Kentucky
Grayson--Black bass -fair on he
usually:. thinks that the Game and Fish Commission
surface and medium runners in number points
of
indicates age. and. LB.!,. personnel have at
stickups; crappie fair on min- But in the
world of the white tail one time or the other collected
nows in submerged cover; trout deer it's
his teeth that show his jaw. bones for study. There's
good below dam; clear to mur- true age.
good reason for this.
ky, falling and 61.
Most check out stations
Being a vegetarian like all

\ Cypress Bay
Resort
Visit

•

THE

Barkley

Phone 901-247-3315

"LESS TA

204 N 4t

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Let the deer hang for about an
hour before taking it back to the

stodern
ottages

Rt. 6, Irsin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (502) 753-8073

WARD - ELKINS

A word of caution about the
musk or scent glands on the
lower hind legs. Avoid.touching
them while handling the carcass. The scent will cling to
your hands and may taint the
meat when you touch it. If you
wish, you can remove these
glands by peeling or slicing off
the entire skin surrounding
them. If you touch these glands
be sure to clean off your hands.

Use some sticks to prop the
body cavity open and hang the
deer by its head in an airy,
shady place. Hanging the deer
will assure a good circulation of
air to remove body heat.

Jack Jones-owner

Frankfort,
Ky.—Neither
archery nor gun hunting will be
permitted on Monday's or
Tuesdays at Fort Campbell
during the deer season there
which opened October 11 and
continues through November
21.
Phone 753-2571
The change in the season,
formerly' scheduled for sevendays-a-week, was a result of
military mission requirements
at the installation, Col. R.M.
Peack director of Facilities
Kentucky—Black bass gOOd to excellent in mid and lower Engineering -it Forrrampbell, lake on surface and medium told state Fish and Wildlife
runners and spinner baits; Commissioner Arnold Mitchell
crappie good on minnows along today.
channels and drop-offs; sauger
Other regulations concerning
good on shad minnows and the Fort Campbell hunt remain
deep runners below dam; clear unchanged, Mitchell said, and
to murky, stable and 58 de- persons who wish to hunt deer
grees.
there must obtain permission
Dewey—Crappie fair on min- for each hunt from the Rear
nows in submerged cover; blue- MP station at the post and must
gill on worms along shallow stay within their assigned
banks; clear to murky, stable hunting areas. No reservations
for hunters will be accepted.
and 60 degrees.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Barry Drew took this 13-point Whitetail in the Land Between the Lakes last Wednesday
with a bow
and arrow. Drew took the deer with four heart shots.

Proper Field Dressing
Important For Hunters

Ft Campbell
Hunting Is
Restricted

By THE ASSOCIATED PI
Dr. J operated on the
Diego Conquistadors an(
patient passed away uncle
basket.
The doctor, also know
Julius Erving, stung the
quistadors for 33 points a,
rebounds Friday night, le(
Virgina to a 127-123 Am
Basketball victory over
Diego.
In other ABA games
night, Indiana nipped Ke
118-116, Memphis edged
118-117 in overtime,
defeated the New Yor
105-97 and Denver defea
las 107-94.
In the National Bas
Association, Boston re
unbeaten whipping Ba
109-96,and Kansas City
stretched Philadelphia's
streak to 11 games, d
the 76ers 114-101.
In other NBA games
land whipped Buffalo
Chicago downed Phoe
100, Atlanta dumped
114-108, New York
Seattle 105-80 and Los
whipped Detroit 116-10
Erving hit for 23 of
and 11 of his reboun
second half as the Sq
off a late San Diego
win.

By Jerry Allen
After the talley was taken at
Ken-Lake Marina last Saturday, Hugh Massey had taken
first place once again in the
Murray Bass Clubs annual fall
tournament.
Twenty-four
dedicated
Fishermen showed up to fish in
the pouring rain last Saturday
to end the year for the Murray
Bass Club.
Most participants report that
the water was murkey and the
wind along with the rain made it
next to impossible to fish.
After the nine hour tournament and the fish were
weighed-Ken Winters came in
secand with bass he took on a•
black worm. There was a tie for
third as Paul Maggard and Jahn
Belt each walked away popping
buttons off their chest ant
carrying a big trophy. Ken Winters was also plenty
proud of the large trophy
took for the big bass of the day,
it weighed in at 411 pounds.

Staff photo by Jerry Allen

hoofed animals, a deer is
equipped with small incisors at
the tip of the jaw. They are used
to nip off greenery.
The
vegetation is then ground up by
molars and premolars that are
situated in the lower jaw
beneath the cheeks.
An adult deer carries six teeth
on the lower jar and ( six on the
upper)—three premolar in front
and three molar in back. They
are jaggedly ridged with
projection points called cuspids.
The premolars are still present
in deer after 17 months, but at 18
months
the
tri-cuspid
prernolatts fall out and are
replaced by permanent bicuspid molars.
At age 2'2 years, the dentin in the deer's teeth become
more apparent. This is because
the teeth have worn away
enough enamel to expose the
dark calcareous dentin tissue
beneath the tooth crown.

Even more dark dentin .is
exposed after the deer reaches
3'2 years old. The teeth also
drop back further in the mouth.
.Progressive wearing down is
evident after 41
/
2 years.
THAT'S NO CATFISH—Jackie Vaughn displays the 35-pound grouper he
The number of points on its
taught while deep sea
fishing off the coast. He took t he monster on a(*quid at a depth of 200 feet.
antlers could be a reflection of
Staff photo by Jerry Allen the animal's diet and overall
health insteacl of age.

On
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Erving Leads Virginia To
Victory Over Conquistadors

y.—Neither
ting will be
ondays or
t Campbell
season there
tober 11 and
h November
the season,
ed for sevens a result of
requirements
on, Col. R.M.
of Facilities
ott Campbell,
and Wildlife
nold Mitchell
ons concerning
I hunt remain
hell said, and
to hunt deer
in permission
rom the Rear
e post and must
heir assigned
No reservations
be accepted.

Sports In
Brief

Top, Bottom Teams Keep Records
Intact With Decisions Last Night

Golf
MELBOURNE, Australia
Memphis ended a six-game Darrell Welch of Australia shot
losing streak, edging Utah in an opening round, five-under- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SuperSonics 105-80 and the Los
overtime as the Stars' Jimmy par 67 for a one-stroke lead in
The Boston Celtics just keep third period, returned to action Angeles Lakers dumped the De- scored 32 points to pace Philadelphia.
Jones missed two of three free a $30,000 tournament.
rolling along ... and the Phila- in the last period to lead a Celt- troit Pistons 116-107.
Cleveland ran off 14 straight
charge.
ic
MIZUKAI
Japan
Brian
DO,
throws with three seconds left.
-delphia 76ers keep getting
In the American Basketball points early in the first quarter
Cowens finished with 18
Foul shots by Randy Denton Allin of Santa Barbara, Calif., rolled. Association, it was: Virginia
and George Thompson in the fi- shot a 69 in the third round to
The top and bottom teams in points, including ten in the final 127, San Diego 123; Indiana 118, and rolled to an easy triumph
over Buffalo.
stanza.
take
a
one-stroke lead in the the National Basketball Associnal 37 seconds gave Memphis
Buffalo, which shot just 40
Nate Archibald fired in 38 Kentucky 116; Memphis 118,
Bridgestown Tournament.
the winning points.
ation's Atlantic Division kept
Utah 117 in overtime; Carolina per cent from the field
for the
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. — Mike their records intact Friday points and added 10 assists to
Isaiah "Bunny" Wilson, who
help the Kings throttle the hap- 105, New York 97 and Denver game, was paced by Bob Kauffjoined the team Thursday, led Hill shot a four-under-par 68 night.
107,
Dallas 94.
mann's 19 points and 11
the Tams with 29 points while and moved into a onestroke
The Celtics defeated the Bal- less 76ers Archibald had nine
The Celtics led 66-42 with rebounds.
Johnny Neumann, recalled lead in the second round of the timore Bullets 109-96 to main- field goals in each half and also eight minutes
left in the third
Bob Love scored 34 points, in
$125,000 Texas Open Tour- tain their first-place record at a set up Tom Van Arsdale, who
from waivers, had 18.
quarter when the Bullets cluding 24 in the second
scored
points.
18
half, to
nament.
perfect 10-0 and the 76ers
caught fire and rallied to go lead Chicago past Phoenix
Billy Cunningham hit 41
for
APOPKA, Fla. — Veteran dropped a 114-101 decision to
In
the
other
NBA
games,
ahead
the
behind
Mike
Davis.
The the
points, a personal ABA career Kathy Ahern shot six birdies
Bulls' sixth straight
en the Kansas City-Omaha Kings Cleveland Cavaliers smacked lead was exchanged
five times triumph.
high, leading Carolina past the route to a three-underpar 69
for a perfectly awful 0-11.
the Buffalo Braves 124-97; the and the score was tied six
New York Nets. The ex-NBA and the first-round lead in the
Atlanta outscored Houston 32Boston last a 24-point lead Chicago Bulls trimmed the times before Boston
pulled 14 in the second quarter behind
star hit seven straight points in $30,000 Lady Errol Classic.
and had to rally in the final Phoenix Suns 115-100; the At- ahead with Cowens' help.
the fourth quarter after the
Pete Maravich and Lou Hudson
Baseball
minutes behind Dave Cowens lanta Hawks tripped the 'HousDon Nelson delivered two' and held on to beat
Nets had chopped the Cougars'
the RockNEW YORK — Nelson Bur- for the victory. Cowens, taken ton Rockets 114-106;
the New free throws to put Boston ahead ets.
lead to four points.
brink, director of scouting for out after his fifth foul in the York Knicks beat
the
for
Seattle
good at 96-94. The Celtics
Ralph Simpson's 26 points led the New York Mets, was proNew York's easy victory was
then ripped off a 13-2 spurt and fashioned on a
Denver past Dallas. Mary Rob- moted to the post of director
balanced scoring
of
the Bullets were dead.
erts added 19 for the Rockets.
attack led by Bill Bradley and
player development for the
The Kings led the 76ers by Earl Monroe, who
scored 18
club, succeeding Whitney Heronly eight points at the half, points each.
Tennis
but Archibald scored 10 points
Jerry West scored 28 points
PORT TALBOT, Wales —
in the third period to put the as Los Angeles
breezed by DeNew York's Clark Graebner
game out of reach. Fred Carter troit.
powered his way into the finals of the Dewar Cup Indoor
nesota Vikings; the Houston
By KEN RAPPOPORT
tournament with a 6-3, 6-3
Associated Press Sports Writer Oilers take on the Cleveland
triumph over Australian Ian
This is the weekend that is Browns, and the Philadelphia
Fletcher.
for several National Football Eagles entertain the St. Louis
setts State Lottery. That bit of
PARIS — Wimbledon chamLeague teams and the weekend Cardinals,
news was worth $50,000 and pion Stan Smith
of Pasadena,
The Baltimore Colts visit the
that could be for Larry Brown.
that was the best part of a very Calif., with a 6-2, 6-4
trouncing
One division lead will be set- New England-Patriots in a
good day for Sheehan.
of Patrice Dominguez of
tledliead-to-head and some oth- Monday night contest.
In the only other WHA game France, and Tom Gorman
of ers might easily
Washington's Brown is the
change hands
played Friday night, Alberta Seattle, Wash., via a 3-6,
7-6, 6- while Brown,
one that the Jet defense will
Washingto
the
edged ,Houston 4-3.
n
3 upset ovenl .ew rka e 9t
Redskins' powerhouse runner, have to watch. The runner
In the National Hockey loq3nia, moved into
the semihopes to hit the 1,000-yard rush- ripped off 191 yards against the
League, Boston and California finals of the $50,000
French ing mark
Giants, his fifth trip over 100
Ph Sunday's action.
battled to a 6-6 tie and Vancou- Open Indoor Champions
hips.
The Cincinnati Bengals and this year and the 17th time in
ver routed the Nei,
' York
G(YrEBORG,.Sweden — No. 1
his career. In addition to his
Islanders 7-2.
seed John Newcombe of Aus- Pittsburgh Steelers, tied with 5Ron Ward also had two goals tralia played a second-set 2 records in the American Foot- rushing achievements, Brown
ball Conference's Central Divi- also has gained 289 yards on 24
Tor theltaiders and, like Shee- tiebreaker to perfection
and sion,
will settle the matter of pass receptions.
han, upped his total for the sea- whipped countryma
n Allan
The 5-foot-11, 200-pounder is
leadership there.
son to 11 in 12 games. However,, Stone, 6-3, 7-6, in a quarter-fi
nal
Thefirst-place Oakland Raid- zeroing in CM his second
no one in his family won 950,000 match of the ;50,000 World
ers and runnerup Kansas City 1,000 yard year. He made 1,125
Friday.
Championship tournament.
1970, but admits that it's one
Chiefs, separated by a halfThe Raiders got their nine
Football
goals on only 24 shots at WinniDALLAS — The Dallas Cow- game, will battle for suprem- of the hardest plateaus in
peg goalie Ernie Wakely. boys activated their No. 1 draft acy in the AF("s Western Divi- football.
THE
"The hardest thing about 1,sion.
Meanwhile, New York goalie choice, running back
Bill
The Atlanta Falcons, a half- 000 yards in a season is the last
Peter Donnelly kicked out 43 of Thomas of Boston College and
300," said Brown. " You find
49 Winnipeg shots.
placed veteran Billy Truax, a game behind Los Angeles in the
to the
National Football Conference's yourself taking three, four, five
Alberta bunched three goals tight end, on the future list.
Western Division, visit the steps to cover as much ground
in the second period to beat
Basketball
as you used to get with a halfHouston.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The Rams in another showdown
step earlier in the year.
Defenseman Doug Barrie Memphis Tams trimmed their struggle.
"Everybody is keying on you.
The NFC's Central Division
cracked a 1-1 tie for the Oilers American Basketball Associ204 N. 4th
753-5833
Political Advertisement
and then Dennis Kassiaa and ation roster to the league limit tie between the Detroit Lions It feels like when you move,
nd Green Bay Packers should the whole .defense moves with
Bob Wall also hit. Poul Popeil of 12 players by placing rookie
Paid for by John Wells
also be unlocked—but on sepa- you.,,
had two goals for the Oilers.
EXTENDS OUR
center Sam Cash on waivers.
rate battlefields.The Lions play
Joey Johnston scored his secHorse Racing
Chicago Bears while the '
the
ond and third goals of the game
NEW YORK — Rule By Reain the third period and then son, $4, broke on top at the Packers meet the San FranWalt McKechnie got Califor- start, faded off the pace on the cisco 49ers.
Brown, meanwhile, leads the
nia's tying goal with six min- backstretch, then came on with
utes left to play as the Seals a rush to win the 915,000 Re- Redskins against the New York
Jets in an inter-conference
rallied for the deadlock against viewer Purse at Aqueduct.
To
....O...
„,...•
battle that will make reverBoston.
,ap.....
berations in the Eastern DiviGreg Sheppard and Ace BailTHE
./
sions of both conferences.
ey had twb goals apiece for the
Brown, who has an NFL-leadBruins.
ing 841 yards; -will-attempt to
Vancouver got five straight
help his team remain atop the
goals in the last two periods
NFC East. The Redskins hold a
while they shut off the Islandone-game lead over the Dallas
ers. Rookie Gerry O'Flaherty
Cowboys in that race.
scored two of the goals by it
Monday thru Saturday.
The Jets, two games behind
was Bobby Lalonde that tallied
Miami
the
Dolphins
the winner. Other Canucks'
in
AFC
the
Nothing to bus tome
By BOB GREEN
Come in and register each day. Adults only. Only
East, can't afford to slip any
one winner per person per
goals came from Dave Balon,
Associated Press Golf Writer
week. You don't have to be present to win.
further behind.
Bobby Schmantz, Orland KurSAN ANTONIO, Tex. AP )
•
It won't matter what the Jets
tenbach and Jocelyn Guestre- Mike Hill was laconic, usual,
as
do, however, if the Dolphins
mont. Brian Spencer and Bill after harnessing
* THIS WEEK'S WINNERS * Prices Good Monday
a balky putter
,Tuesday,
keep playing as they have been
Mikkelson netted the Islanders' and taking
the lead in the $125,Wednesd
ay
Carl
goals.
season.
this
Undefeate
Rowland
d in sev
Wednesday Only
000
Texas
Golf
Open
en games, Miami figures to
Tournament.
Thursday
Mrs. George P. Farmer
— LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED —
Luman Harris of the Atlanta
Hill, in his usual straight-for"- make it eight in a row over the
Braves was the fourth National
ward, candid mariner, said "It hapless Buffalo Bills Sunday.
1
In the other games, Dallas viLeague baseball manager to
Flavor Kist
makes my objective—making
lose his job in 1972
sits
the
San
Diego
Chargers;
the top 60—look a lot better.
That's the only reason I'm here the New York Giants host the
Denver Broncos; the New Orlb
anyhow, to make the top 60."
leans Saints meet the MinThe top 60 money winners
this season • are exempt from
qualifying for next year's regular tour events. Hill is on the
line, but his four-under-par 68
'Friday put him in a strong position to gain an exemption.
Hill, who has had putting?
troubles since winning the 1970 By THE AVOCIATED PRESS
Doral-Eastern Open, had a 36NBA
hole total of 135, nine under par
Eastern Conference
on the 7,011-yard Woodlake Golf
Atlantic Division
Club Course.
W. L. Pet, G.B.
10-oz. - 6-Bottle Ctn.
That put him one stroke in Boston
10 0 1.000 —
front of Orville Moody and New York
10 1 .909 '2
rookie Larry White, who each Buffalo
2 8 .200 8
had 69s for 136.
Philadelphia
0 11 .000 101
/
2
Central Division
Forrest Fezler was alone at
137 and a group at 138 included Houston
6 4 600
Australian Bob Shaw, former Atlanta
5 6 455 11
/
2
All Flavors
Masters champions Charles Baltimore
4 6 400 2
lb.
Coody and Billy Casper, and Cleveland
4 8 333 3
_
veteran Dan Sikes.
Western Conference
Ctn.
A Democrat in the senate will help Calloway County Democrats
.
British Open Champion Lee
Midwest Division
get Federal grants
and subsidies for our county.
Trevino, finished with a 69 and Milwaukee
8 1 .889
Elm Hill
Elm Hill Budget
was five strokes back at 140.
Chicago
12 oz
8 3 727 1
A Democrat in the senate will respond to the wants and
needs of Western KenAlso at 140 was surprise first Detroit
tuckians and Calloway Count ians.
4 7 364 5
round leader Bobby Loy, who KC-Omaha
4 7 364 5
A Democrat in the senate will vote against a-Federal sales tax.
went up 10 strokes from a 65 to
Pacific Division
Dee Huddleston is interested in our county. He has visited us four
75.
Golden State 7 2 778
times in this
campaign-His opponent has been home only once.
Hill 33, has been on the tour Los Angeles
8 3 .727
four years and has had an ex- Phoenix
3 5 .375 3'-z
emption each year except his Seattle
4 7 .364 4
rookie season. The exemption is Portland
1 9 .100 6,
considered one of the most imGene Sarazen won his first
portant possessions on the tour.
PGA golf title in 1922 and 50
Hill ranks 58th with $39,424.
same course
Paid for by Calloway County Democratic Committee, Violet Johnson, Treasurer.
"I figure I need about anoth- years later on the first round
Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m. — Monday thru Saturday
in Detroit he shot a
er $2,000 to be safe," he said.
79 at age 70

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Virginia built a 17-point lead
Dr. J operated on the San
in
the fourth period but saw it
Diego Conquistadors and the
patient passed away under the shrink to two as Jerry Chambers led a furious Conquistador
basket.
comeback.
Chambers had six
The doctor, also known as
Julius Erving, stung the Con- points in one 30-second span
quistadors for 33 points and 15 and finished with 29 for the
rebounds Friday night, leading game, 13 of them in the final
Virgina to a 127-123 American period.
Coach Al Bianchi was less
Basketball victory over San
than thrilled with the Squires'
Diego.
In other ABA games Friday performance. -We set the
night, Indiana nipped Kentucky game of basketball back 50
118-116, Memphis edged Utah years ourselves and they (San
118-117 in overtime, Carolina Diego) set it back 100. We were
defeated the New York Nets awful."
Roger Brown poured in 40
105-97 and Denver defeated Dalpoints and tipped in Indiana's
las 107-94.
In the National Basketball winning basket with 16 seconds
left as the Pacers edged KenAssociation, Boston remained
tucky. Brown also had 14
unbeaten whipping Baltimore
rebounds for the Pacers, who
109-96,and Kansas City-Omaha
won their fifth straight.
stretched Philadelphia's winless
Dan Issel had 30 points and
streak to 11 games, defeating
Artis Gilmore 29 for the Colothe 76ers 114-101.
nels.
In other NBA games, Cleveland whipped Buffalo 124-97,
Chicago downed Phoenix 115100, Atlanta dumped Houston
114-108, New York dropped
Seattle 105-80 and Los Angeles
whipped Detroit 116-107.
Frying hit for 23 of his points
and 11 of his rebounds in the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
second half as the Squires hed
Friday was just about perfect
off a late San Diego rally to
for Bobby Sheehan of the New
win.
York Raiders.
First of all, he scored two
goals and assisted on another
as the Raiders ripped Winnipeg
9-6 in the World Hockey Association. And that wasn't the best
part of his day.
The three points increased
Sheehan's total for the season
to gl tops in the WHA. And
that waszfil tfie- 15n't part-either,
Before the game, he got word
that his mother, Mrs. Sybil
Sheehan of East Weymouth,
Pd. Pol. Adv. Mass., had won
the Massachu-

Division Leads to Be
Settled this Weekend

Raiders Roll Past Jets
9-6 In Hockey Friday

"LESS TAXES"
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for Congress.
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Congratulations

Calvary Temple
First Pentecostal
Church Of God
rkley this week. The
photo by Jerry Allen
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wer jai and six on the
hree premolar in front
e molar in back. They
iggedly ridged with
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Molars are still present
after 17 months, but at 18
s
the
tri-cuspid
ares fall out and are
•ed Itiy permanent bimolars,
ige 21
/
2 years, the denthe deer's teeth become
ipparent. This is because
?eth have worn away
1 enamel to expose the
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ars old. The teeth also
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Mike Hill
Takes Lead
At Texas
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On The Construction Of Your
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HUDDLESTON
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In Washington
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25c
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On Tuesday, November 7th
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Bluecollar Democrats Turn Support From Home Party to Nixon
fine steel wool around the ends
of the rungs will suffice. In any
of these three choices, apply a
little glue to the holes before
putting the pieces together If
any squeezes out during the
reassembling, wipe it off immediately, using a soft cloth
and warm water

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
The rungs of a chair have an
annoying habit of coming
loose over a period of years,
especially when there is either
too much or too little relative
humidity in the room where it
is used
If at all possible. the loose
rung should be removed,
doing this very carefully so as
not to cause further damage or
mar the finish. All glue should
then be scraped from the holes
in the legs of the chair as well
as the ends of the rung Do not
sand the joint for any reason.
since this will enlarge the
holes and make the repair
more difficult
Glue is then applied to both
the holes and the ends of the
rung. but not if it appears that
there will not be a tight fit. In
that event, it is necessary to
take up the slack in some way.
This can be done by cutting
thin kerfs in the ends of the
rung and inserting tiny wedges
in them Another way is to
wind some silk thread around
the ends of the rung Sometimes, winding some strands of

The joint must be kept tightly together while the glue
hardens, in most cases as much
as 24 hours, more if possible. If
you have bar clamps, this is
simple. but be careful to place
small. softwood blocks under
the jaws of the clamps. Set the
clamps to the desired positions
before applying the glue. If
you do not have clamps, you
can make a kind of tourniquet
with some rope or heavy cord,
winding it around the two legs
that hold the rung in place.

doesn't spring loose. If necessary, tie it in place.
When a chair rung will not
come out without danger of
further damage. After drilling
a pilot hole, drive a nail
through the end of the rung
from the inside of the chair
leg. Use a finishing nail so that
it can be driven slightly below
the surface and the hole filled
with wood putty or plastic
wood. Another solution is to
drill a tiny hole . through the
leg so that it stops just before it
reaches the end of the rung. A
glue injector is then inserted
into the hole, which permits
glue to reach the inside of the
Joint.
Whatever method you use to
repair a loose rung, do it. Or
someday the chair will collapse when someone sits on it.

Here again use some padding so the rope doesn't dam(Thirty-five assorted home
age the legs Place a stick in the
repair problems are taken up
center and turn it and the rope
in Andy Lang's helpful handtogether, an action which will
book. "Practical Home Redraw the legs together. When
pairs," which can be obtained
sufficient pressure has been
by sending Si to this newsapplied, rest one end of the
paper in care of Box 5, Teastick against the rung so that it
neck, N.J. 07666.)

The national issues raised by
By PETER ARNETT .. rapher Jack E. Elam. One such streets with stones and re- corner storefront housing the
AP Special Correspondent
company on busy Cermak Road quired the National Guard to Republicans on Cermak Road. McGovern seem distant in BerBERWYN, Ill. (AP, — A was flashing the slogan: "Be maintain order. Cicero is still Few people had received Re- wyn. To them the Vietnam' war
all-white. So is Berwyn.
is over. The Watergate affair
chill wind tugged golden leaves patient, be prepared."
publican literature.
The voting patterns in Berfrom the Chinese elms and
"It doesn't matter," said puzzles them. They would likc
"Yes, we are tight with a
sycamore trees lining Berwyn's Nip," laughed Denni Hlagetel. wyn are predictable. President Hlagatel. "McGovern blew it lower taxes but don't unEuclid Avenue and sprinkled " ou won't catch anyone send- John F. Kennedy made the best by dumping Eagleton. Nixon derstand how McGovern would
bring this about.
them over the narrow grass ing his auto to a car wash. He showing in recent years and al- gets my vote."
Meanwhile, there are autumn
lawns that fronted each neat will clean and polish it him- most carried Berwyn. Hubert
The local McGovern workers
H. Humphrey got a third of the have given up on committed leaves to be swept, the car
home.
self."
Old Denni Hlagatel, winThe interviews this reporter vote in 1968. The local Republi- Hlagatel as they have on the needs polishing and the storm
dbreaker buttoned tight against had with Berwyn residents dur- can party seems to think the other 23.8 per cent of Berwyn's windows have to be put up.
his protruding belly, visor cap ing a two-day visit reflected a outcome is already determined: 34,000 voters who state positive- Berwyn looks ready and willing
perched back on his head, marked preference for Nixon. In two days in Berwyn this re- ly that they will vote to re-elect to spend aother winter with
Richard Nixon.
squinted into the darkening The local McGovern election porter did not find open the Nixon.
sky.
team, however, was working
"Yea, Nixon's gonna be elect- with enthusiasm late into each
ed, and winter is comin', in night.
that order," he told a visitor.
A shopkeeper who preferred
"And we used to be 100 per not to be quoted by name, said,
cent Democrat around here."
"Here in Berwyn you vote any
The retired truckdriver's pre- way you want, but you say you
diction was echoed by a score vote Republican."
of other residents willing to dis--There was a time in Berwyn
Cuss the political situation with when it was fashionable to say
this reporter as voting day you voted Democratic. That
neared. Berwyn Township nest- was when Democratic Mayor
les across the street from the Anton Cermak ran Chicago, a
west side of Chicago.
reign that ended in Miami in
It is blue-collar. Factory wor- 1933 when an assassin's bullet
kers,
shop
assistants, meant for President Franklin
tradesmen, and retired workers D. Roosevelt killed the mayor.
own 70 per cent of the homes in
Cermak was a Bohemian,
the 270 city blocks that make and so
still are many of Berup Berwyn.
wyn's 54,200 inhabitants. There
Political experts in Chicago are also Poles, Greeks,
Czechs,
say that Berwyn accurately Italians and
Lithuanians.
mirrors blue-collar areas else-When I moved up here from
where in Chicago and other Indiana
in 1949 I was used to
Midwest and Eastern industrial
y
neighbors
calling
centers.
themselves Americans," said
"Residents sweep their own photographer Elam.
"But here
gutters and sidewalks to keep they were calling
themselves
them tidy," said Jim Kubick, Czechs, or Slovaks
or whatever,
editor of the Life Newspapers. and still do."
"Activities are home-oriented.
Political experts say Berwyn
llo• • _ are_a _ lot _of _Bohemian
became Republican gradually.
people here, and they saTTEW
•nely'iIidx WI of the 19403._
hemian vacation is to stay and '50s moved into
more palahome and paint your house."
tial dwellings to the west and
There is another quality in became Republicans
as their
Berwyn: thrift.
possessions increased. The par"There are more savings and ents began reflecting
this politiloan as.sociations in Berwyn cal view.
than anywhere else in ChiThen came the white backcago," said commercial photog- lash as the inner
city was
swamped with blacks migrating
from the South. Well remembered in Berwyn is the march
into neighboring Cicero by the
late Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. in September 1966 that
Paid for by Calloway County Committee for Nixon-Nunn, E. W. Riley, Treasurer.
brought residents into the
— the plug comes to you
mounted on cardboard and in a
plastic bubble, both of which
you have to get rid of "
"In this country when somebody takes a gift out of a box
they throw away the box and
tissue paper." he notes. "In
other places they probably
wouldn't even have a box but if
they do it's used more than once
for the purpose for which it was
made, and there's a lot to be

Need Transportation
To The Polls??
Call ...

753-1565 or 753-9262

PRESIDENT NIXON AND
GOVERNOR NUNN NEED
YOUR SUPPORT!!

Burley Sales To Begin On November 20
to the
agreed
early starting
• Warehouses will conduct
date with the provision they
sales for a maximum of 32
would have more time at
hours a day.
Christmas.

13,)GARY EMIR
Associated Press Writer
K API —

The Burley Sales Comm'
has announced that auction
sales for the 1972 Burley
tobacco crop throughout the
eight-state tobacco belt will begin Nov. 20.
The committee also estimated that 80 per cent of this
year's estimated 567 millionpound crop will be sold before
the Christmas holiday recess
starting Dec. 14 and ending
Jan. 4, 1973.
In
another
development
Thursday, the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association announced support prices
for the 1972 crop averaging
$74.90 per hundred pounds — an
increase of $3.40 over last year.
Overall grade prices reflect increases ranging from 12 to $7
niler hundredweight.
• The Sales Committee said
sales will be held the first four
days of each week, except the
first week when sales will be
held Friday to make up for a
oneday—TWITsgiving
Another Friday sale —*ill be
Jan. 5.

earlier this year than last and
is the earliest in recent years.
Last year 61.5 per cent of the
472 million crop was sold before
the holiday recess.
The committee, representing
growers, buyers and warehousemen, set the date unanimously after defeating a
resolution that pre-Christmas
sales run from Nov. 20 to Dec.
20 with warehouses operating
for only three hours a day.
Albert Clay of Mount Sterling, a warehouse owner and
former sales committee chairman, said most companies had

, Recital In Illinois
'Murray Duo To Give

storing this year's crop, but
they will not start to weigh the
tobacco officially until Nov. 10.
George Johnson of the. Kentucky Department of Agriculture said the department will
be pressed to have all scales
checked and ready for use by
that date.

ID

Katterjohn

for Congress.

By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsfeatares Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
American consumers should
register their distaste for,

A new piano-duo team from
Murray State University will
play a guest artist recital in
Shryock
Auditorium
at
Southern Illinois University at
rbeawlele at- 8.p,m__Sionday,
Nov. 6, the SIU School of Music
has announced.
Mrs. Marie Taylor and
Thomas Baker are well-known
solo and ensemble performers
in the Murray area, but only
recently have started playing as
a duo team. Their program will
include works of Bach, Mozart,
Schubert, and Brahrns.
Mrs. Taylor, a graduate of
SIU, also holds a second music
degree from Micigan State
University. Baker holds his
music degrees from Yale
University and the University of
Illinois, where he has laugh .
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DRY CLEANING
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Consumer Advocate Says Leave
Store Manager the Wrappings

"overpackaging," which adds
daily to the nation's garbage
problem, says Michael Pope, a
consulting engineer in the field
of waste management.
-The place they can make
the•-cilost noise and where
they'll do the Most good is
where they do their shopping,"
advises the president of Pope.
Evans and Robbins. a firm that
specializes in municipal. state
and federal studies in the whole
area of pollution abatement.
"Many women have already
started taking a firm stand at
the checkout counter." he continues. —They're wiping the
problem off on the store manager by leaving him all the
wrappings
If enough people do this and
say. 'Look, 1 don't want this, I
don't need this,' the packaging
Pd Poll&
material will back up in the
store and if they're using less
AJOIRIIMIUSIVIIRMUSIUINIAPIMAIUSIMIUSIPUIRAMPROUIPPIONS they'll order less." he says. "A
number of large grocery chains
are already looking at the packaging thing to see if it's really
necessary .•'
In other parts of the world,
Pope points out, it is rare that
16 depression and carnival glass water sets, pressed carthe shopper gets fruits. vegenival and depression glass, cedar chest, china cabinet,
tables and meat prepackaged
empire dresser, trunks, old rocker. 2 oak tables, electric
— "only half the stuff you buy
organ.
in Europe is wrapped as compared to here" — and house10 Miles from Murray on New Concord Highway
wives shop with their own basket or reusable bag to carry
home purchases.
Mile Off 121 on 614
Looking back to the days
when "if you wanted an electric
plug the man at the .store
Open 7 Days a Week from 8 HI 9
reached into a drawer and
JVWVWVVVv nowiemovvirainfinewwwwwwwwwwwwwana
handed it to you.' he contrasts
this era with the present, when

"LESS TAXES"

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THIS SERVICE

NIXON

NUNN

INSTANT INFORMATION

said •-fer that Here we sort of

look down at string savers, but
other places everybody saves
string.
"In cities like Jakarta, Singapore and Bangkok I examined
rubbish heaps and saw nothing
discernible," adds Pope. who
has been around the world a
number of times in connection
with his work "Everything is
used — what ends up in the
scraphe_ap is really something
that is useless "
Emphasizing the enormity of
the United States' garbage
problem. Pope points out that
each person generates 5.5
pounds of solid waste per day.
every day And New York City
alone generates "relentlyssly"
every day 25.000 tons of sad
waste
"The problems of solid
wastes are local and the solutions are regional," explains
Pope, who advocates community action groups working to get
the local government to join
with other local governments to
tackle the problem jointly.
"You need the economy of size
to make recycling programs
profitable. you need many communities working together to
deliver a steady source of material "
Under an ideal setup. which
he admits is not practical for
the average person. he suggests
waste should be divided for recycling into these categories
glass, aluminum cans.' in cans
and other ferrous material; organic refuse, newsprint; magazines and cardboard products.
-If these could be separated,
kept separate when they are
picked up, and the collection
maintained, it would go a long
way' toward reducing the
amant of waste in the commurri nity.
Pope. who lives in a Manhattan apartment, does what he
can on a personal basis by separating glass and newspapers
from the rest of the garbage
"I'm a big proponent of homemade toys made out of cardeel board and egg crates. I buy
returnable bottles whenever I
can find them — and I talk to
the store manager a tot "

FROM AMERICA'S LEADING
NEWS AGENCY

DEADLY FIRE
forest fire swept through
Peshtiago. Wis., on Oct. 9,
1871, killing 1,182 persons.
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Lawford sitting THE NURSES
campaign out LVN's Lighten
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD — Peter
Lawford would like to make
one thing perfectly clear.
Despite his onetime enthusiasm for politics and most
especially that of Camelot),
he's not carnpaigning for his
former brother-in-law for vice
president of the United States.
Actor Lawford and vice
presidential candidate Sargent Shriver were brothers-inlaw while the star was married to Pat Kennedy, one of
THE Kennedys and sister of
Eunice Kennedy Shriver.
And, as a member-by-marriage of the Kennedy clan,
Lawford seemed as politicsminded as any of his in-laws.
As a matter of fact, a bust and
a handsome, colored photograph of his late brother-inlaw, President John Kennedy,
continue to adorn positions of
honor in his living room.
Nevertheless, in this presidential election year of 1972
with his ex-wife's sister's husband running for the high
place of vice president, Lawford says he's sitting the campaign out.
"I've always been concerned with politics," he said
on a recent afternoon as he relaxed barefooted in his spacious, old-fashioned apartment below the Sunset Strip.
"But I'm out of it now. I'm not
campaigning for anyone, because I'm disenchanted.
"I'm not proud of my attitudi-,-bill
As he talked, his young,second wife, Mary Rowan,
daughter of "Laugh-In" star
Dan Rowan,sat quietly facing
him across a massive coffee
table made from a boat hatch.
Occasionally she whispered
something to another pretty
girl beside her, a Metro Goldwyn Mayer publicist on hand
to steer conversation toward
Lawford's latest picture,
"They Only Kill Their
Masters," for MGM.
The publicist had done her
• at, but, for the most part,
• talk ranged elsewhere.
• "Personally I could never
run for public.; office," the
gray-haired actor who was
once a sunny-topped, teen-age
idol continued, "because I
couldn't cope with the extraordinary dishonesty you have
to live with every day......
Lawford began training forhis chosen career as a child,
making his acting debut in
London when he was 7.years
old in the picture "Old Bill."
However, as the only son of
globe-trotting parents, Gen.
Sir Sidney Lawford and Lady
Lawford, he wasn't settled
enough at that period to follow
through as the British Jackie
Cooper. In fact, he wasn't
even settled enough to attend
school but, rather, was educated by private tutors.
World War 11 caught the
rambling Lawfords in Florida
with their funds frozen in England, presenting them with
such a financial crisis that
young Peter went to work as a
parking lot attendant for a
hotel wnerein he'd previously
been a pampered guest.
He saved his money and, as
soon as he had enough for a
one-way ticket to California,
left for Los Angeles where he
got a job as an usher at the
Westwood Theater near the
University of California at

Los Angeles.
Operating from that base,
he gradually gained a foothold
in American films to becomo
in time a very hot item with
teen-age moviegoers.
"You could say I was a teenage idol," Lawford conceded,
not displeased by the recollection. "But then teen-agers
were called 'bobby-soxers.'
"When an actor gets adulation as a fringe benefit, he
finds it very helpful. But, if
the adulation comes too
quickly, he must work harder
than ever to prove that he
wasn't just a fad."
Throughout its comparatively brief lifetime, Lawford
was a leading member of one
of Hollywood's most glamorous groups. "The Clan," second only in renown to the failed "Rat Pack."
Neither was an official organization with a charter,
membership roll, treasury,
etc. Instead, each was a knot
of friends operating as a unit
within the Hollywood social
structure and attracting considerable attention in the process.
"The Rat Pack," the earlier
of the two groups, was headed
by Humphrey Bogart, while
Frank Sinatra was kingpin of
the "The Clan."
"The Clan' was a splinter
group of 'The Rat Pack,"
Lawford explained. "Sinatra,
Dean Martin, Sammy Davis
and I were members.
"I still see Sammy often but
not the others. Dean and I
were never close, and I
ii-iTen't seen-Frank in seven_
years."

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 11-3-72
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report includes 9
buying stations
Receipts: Act. 866 Est. 1500
Barrows and Gilts 75 lower
Sows mostly 50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.00-27.50
US 1-3 300-250 lbs,, 26.50-27.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.00-26.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.50-26.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.00-23.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 22.00-23.00
'US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.50-22.00
_boars mostly 20.00-20.50

Swanderful idea
-VA LU V- - Ft1RI.4,,... Pa,
1UP11'— Hem can you keep
the boas from forgetting you
when you work on the night
shift? You might try giving him
the bird.
That's the solution of the
night crew of the National
Liberty Corporation. They
gave their company president a
pair of black swans to glide on
the pond next to corporate
headquarters. The birds, a
species that originated in
Australia. form a night-and-day
contrast with other waterfowl
on the pond which, by no
coincidence, is in full view of
the president's office.

Nel* citizens
NEW ORLEANS 11.1P11 —
The largest group of people
ever issued U.S. citizenship at
one time in New Orleans were
naturalized Sept. 21, 1972,
Most of them were from
Honduras and Cuba.

Need
Transportation
to The Polls??
•••-, CALL •••
753-1565 or 753-9262

President Nixon and Governor
Nunn Need Your Support
There Is No Charge for This Service

Vote the Winning Ticket

NIXON

NUNN

Paid for by Calloway County Committee for
Nixon-Nunn, E. W. Riley, Treasurer.

The Nursing Load
Editor's Note: This is the
second in a series of articles
looking into the changes and
duties of modern hospital
nurses.
By SHIRLEY GALLINA
Copley News Service
LOS ANGELF-S — As the
registered nurse ( RN) has
moved into a new position of
responsibility in the field of
nursing, the licensed vocational nurse ( INN has come
into existence to perform
some of the tasks once handled by the registered nurse.
The licensed vocational
nurses go through a special
course of training, usually in a
junior college, and they are
equipped to handle many
more duties than the nurse's
aide, now often called the
"nurse attendant."
The LVN also allows more
flexibility in providing services.
"Based on the fact that she
has had some class instruction, she can be used to a
greater extent than the nurse
attendant," notes Mrs. Patricia Dalrymple, director of
nursing service at a suburban
Los Angeles hospital.
Still another reason for the
emergence of the LVN is the
trend to specialization of
nurses.
"As the physician specialized, you saw a drop in the
general practitionts;' Mrs.
Dalrymple p1. "The
same thing is happening' in
At the hospital, the over-all
ratio is 60 per cent RNs and
LVNs to 40 per cent nurse attendants.
Mrs. Virginia Meyer is a
LVN at the hospital. After she
married, she stayed home for
27 years to raise her family,
then became a nurse attendant.
"She did such a good job, we
suggested she go to school and
become an LVN," Mrs. Dalrymple says.
"After your children are
grown, you need another form
of motivation to help you keep
up with the world," Mrs.
Meyer says.
"It's a great vocation. You
fill a need, but you don't neglect your husband. It also
keeps you young," adds the
vigorous grandmother.
Other LVNs are young
women, fresh out of training.
"Often it is a matter of economics," Mrs. Betty Gibbons,
director of nursing service at
a California hospital, says.
"They can't Word to go into
the longer training, but many
later go on to get their RNs."
Mrs. Gibbons, however, has
one complaint about today's
more highly educated RN.
"When they took the aspect
of 'training' away from 'education,' I believe they downgraded, rather than upgraded, nursing so far as patient care goes," she charges.
"They are very well educated, but very poorly
trained," she adds.
At her hospital, they give a
month's orientation program
to teach the new RN how to
apply the sciences she has
learned.
Mrs. Gibbons remembers
her own early days when she
was in "nurses' training" at
the Mercy College of Nursing
in Detroit when students went
to classes from 7 a.m. to 9
Vim daily, then worked four
hours on the floor Saturdays
and Sundays.
Other aspects have changed
for the better, she says.
"In 1943, as a graduate RN,
I worked the night shift six
days a week for 835 ... and no
benefits.
"Today, the average beginning RN, working 40 hours a
week, is paid $168. She also
gets holidays, life and medical insurance and a pension,"
Mrs. Gibbons says.
Mrs. Gibbons also sees
other changes corning.
"In the changing role of the
nurse, one example would be
a neonatology (newborn)
nurse who is specially educated in this field, and who
may actually make house
calls for her doctor. The nurse
would take on the role of a
physician's assistant," Mrs.
Gibbons continues.
"In some Los Angeles area
hospitals, the diabetic nurse is
WHEAT DEAL
9, 1963, President
Kennedy approved the sale of
$250 million worth of wheat to
the Soviet Union.

responsible for the diet education and planning for both the
new diabetic and the longtime diabetic who is having
trouble.
"The psychiatric nurse is
being used in group therapy in
conjunction with the doctor,
and the same may be said of
the coronary care and intensive care nurse," she explains.
"I don't think there is any
profession, outside the hospital field, that women can hold
throughout their lives, including having and raising their
family," says Mrs. Gibbons,
who has done just that.
Next: Men are returning to
the nursing field.

COMING ACROPPER— What would horse racing be in England without t •se occasional spi Is w IC se • orse a
jockey down near fences? Rider Andy Nixon and his mount, Despot, got into that predicament at Plumpton during a
hurdles race at the Plumpton race course. They rolled over in unison after the spill at the last fence. Neither was injured.
But it's a cinch that they didn't finish first.
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FOR RENT
I

I

FOR RENT

Two bedroom house-large living room, modern kitchen and
dining space, bath, hook-up for washer-dryer, plenty of
electrical outlets, central oil heat, ample closet room, all tile
floors, recently redecorated.
Large yard, 8x16 utility house and concrete floor, 2-car
garage with 8x12 workshop. A delightful country cottage 10
minutes from Murray, 1 mi. west of Kirksey. Available Nov.
15. Call 489-2405.

lady needs
N9C
of carpenter
ge jobs. Free

EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, water,
sewerage and garbage pick up
furnished. Electric heat and air
conditioned. Lots of cabinets, two
between
Located
closets.
Catholic church and White Hall.
Couples only. $95.00 per month.
N6C
Phone 753-3805.

November6NC
o. is open for
of Lespedeza
Phone 753N8C

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
or 753-3865.
N7C

THREE BEDROOM house for
rent 507 Whitnell Ave. $140 a
LARGE EFFICIENCY apart- month with $100 security deposit.
ment, furnished, air conditioned, Phone 436-5580.
N6C
electric heat, large closets and
storage area. No pets. 1606 W. HOUSE, THREE rooms and
Main.
N4NC bath, screened in back porch.
Call between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Route 1, Alm,
available immediately. New, 753-1779.
TFC
clean, and furnished. Phone 7534342 days or 753-8958 nights. N6C

lable for leaf
be Nichols, 753NIONC
e care duty for
tients in your
N7P
desires full time
ienced secretary) Phone 753N7C

FOR RENT

NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home, on Hwy. 641, two miles
South of Murray. Reasonable
price. Phone 753-4645.
N6C
*WO BEDROOM house, furshed or unfurnished, located
le north on Old Benton Road.
J.R. Mahan at Bus
tation.
N6C

all of NovemPaint Store, 401
Murray.
N16C

CREDITORS:
e Smith, Dec'd
Smith, 601 Pine St.,
ntucky, Adm. 9
on, Dec'd
on, New Concord,
Mtn
ence Rust, Dec'd
le, Route 7, Murray,

phrey Stanley, Dec'd
nley, Louisville, Kenecutor
ia Turley, Dec'd
A. Turley, Route 3,
y., Adm.

Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested
contact
Western
Dark
Fired
Teebacco
Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels, 753-3341-3342.

NEW THREE bedroom brick
apartment, carpet, central heat
and air, range, disposal, washer
and dryer hook up, large lot.
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC

FURNISHED THREE bedroom
home, 10 miles South of Murray.
Must furnish references. Phone
Puryear, Term. 1-901-247-5353 for
appointment.
N14P

rt, Dec'd
ort Johnson, Route I,
Ky., Exe.
n, Dec'd
. Corn, Route 7, Murray,
ec.

SERVICES OFFERED
HAULING DONE anytime.
Garbage in county. Will haul
bundled newspapers from your
home. J.D. Pace. Phone 7537450.
N14C

d Maddox, Dec'd
Maddox Crass,SOON.7th,
, Ky., Execu.
Miller, Deed
.t. Miller, 1405 Main St.,
Ky., Adm,

3%.

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

B Brandon, Dec'd
N. Brandon, 1775 Dorrie
Memphis. Tenn., Exec.

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

e Grubbs, Deed
es McCuiston, Route 5,
y, Ky., Adm.
ix Smith, Deed
as J. Smith, Route 1,
ay, -Ky., Adm.

MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

7534091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8 SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB &]CAR
RA 610 REPAIR

persons having claims
nst said estates are notified
resent them to the Adstrator or Executors verified
rding to law, same to be
ented to said Administrator
:xecutors in.due course of
'7*

We need 7 good drivers with 3 years
experience over the road.
Must Qualify Under DOT Requirements

Phone (502)821-1021
HELP WANTED at Taylor Seed BYARS CONSTRUCTION Co.
Co. Apply in person. Phone 753- needs carpenters and carpenter
5742
N4C helpers full time. Phone 492-8383,
after 5:00 p.m. phone 492N7P
8390.

Help
Wanted
If you are interested in helping
people help themselves to be
better people, I have an opportunity available to you.
This is a selling job, part time
or full time. Opportunity for
advancement.

Phone 354-8665
Lifestyle
Development
Programs

OUT OF CITY
FIVE BEDROOMS,THREE BATHS,two complete kitchens,
Pi acre lot.
THREE BEDROOMS, KITCHEN INCLUDES refrigerator,
range, dishwasher, carpeted, two acre lot
Under $11,000.

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS,
afternoon shift, must be neat,
efficient and able to work
weekends. Apply in person
Colonial House Smorgasbord. TF

OWNER LEAVING TOWN-FOUR BEDROOMS, livint,
room, kitchen, family room, TRANSFERABLE LOAN
Small down payment-Want to reduce down payment more''
Home can be purchased without appliances. GIVE US A
CALL-Make an offer.

4Stree$
11-4
fa Res U t Poi ON -AN ryolc rtaams$
•1C72 2.2 UnNetl Fmture Vre‘afigi. MK.

HAS I SEE IT, WE OPEN HEADQUARTERS IN
MOSCOW AND ISSUE OUR EASY CHARGE-IT
CREDIT CARD 10 EVERY HOUSEWIFE."

WANTED
Day Car Hostess
Apply in Person to
K & N ROOT BEER
4th and Sycamore

MUSIC

PERSON EXPERIENCED with
sewing machine. Apply at Vernon's Shoe Service, 607 S. 4th
N4C
Murray. Call 753-9885.

THREE BEDROOM FRAME, carpeted. Under $7,000
IN THE CITY
THREE BEDROOMS, interior newly decorated-Has an
unattached building maintained as an efficiency apartment-lot 365 feet deep-21t blocks from university.

AUTOS FOR SALE

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments J & 8 Music
Center, Murray, Ky
7537575

FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, fireplace in family room.
central heat and air, near Murray High-OWNER WILI
TRADE

1969 GRAND PRIX Pontiac,
factory air and power steering
and brakes. Model J. Stereo AMFM and tape player. One owner.
Can be seen at Dell's Gulf, 5
Points,or phone 753-3078. • N7C

SEVEN BEDROOMS, three baths, family room, recreation
room 3600 square feet-arrangement conducive to extra
income while serving as your home--near university.

FOR LEASE OR SAI4

LUBRICATION AND wash man
wanted. Apply in person to
Pianos-Organs
Sanders-Purdom
Motor Sales,
THREE BEDROOM home near
why more people buy
Slee
N7C
Wurlitzer than any other
college, at 209 South 15th Street. 1406 West Main.
Sales-Service-Rental
piano
Also has a nice apartment. Good
purchase. Practice piano and
NEEDED
ONE
salesman
to work
terms. Will finance. Call Ed
studios. JAB Music Center,
Murray. Ky 753.7575.
Rickman at 753-5683.
N7C Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
FOR RENT OR LEASE
WANT TO BUY
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to SPACIOUS
12'x70'
three
WANT TO BUY black Angus bull. $12,000 first year potential. Must bedroom, P2 bath trailer on
Phone 489-2118.
N7C have previous sales experience private lots. Available after
or sales aptitude.Interviews will December 25. $130.00 plus
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or utilities. Approximately 2'2 miles
WANT TO BUY old furniture, on Saturday if necessary. Call east of Murray. Phone 7534514
attic junk, or anything of value. Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect, after 3:30 p.m. or 753-0464 after
Phone 436-2135.
TFC 9:00 a.m. for appointment. N9P
November21C for appointment.

L

TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment, large rooms. Washer and
dryer outlets. Gas heat. $45.00 per FURNISHED APARTMENT,
month. Located in Coldwater. wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
Phone 489-2595. .
N6C conditioned, utilities furnished.
One block from University
TWO BEDROOM house, 5 miles campus. Couples only, no pets.
out, unfurnished. Available May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
November 12. Phone Hopkinsville 886-3681 nights.
N6C EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
IL
color TV,air conditioned, electric
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT, Feat. $100.00 per month, deposit
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, living required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC LI
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
Egl
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishFURNISHED APARTMENT,
washer, refrigerator, stove,
Jiving room, kitchen, bathroom
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
with shower and bath. One or two-)
,
or 753-3865.
N9C bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 753TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x51', 6609.
November7C
electric heat, air conditioned,
storage building and water
furnished. Near Coldwater, on CLEAN ALL electric 2 bedroom 8
Highway 121. $55.00 per month. x 40 trailer. $45.00 per month. Call
N4C
Phone 489-2513.
N6NC 489-2595.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1971 BUICK Skylark Custom two
door hardtop, for sale by original
owner. 350 cubic inch, double
Bower, factory air, vinyl top. For
information phone 753-2275 or 7531323.
N7C

FARMS
160 ACRES, year round water, three bedroom frame
20-ACRES,nice building site, price includes mobile home.
LOTS WITH MOBILE HOMES
Two lots with 12 X 70 mobile home, three bedrooms. I',
baths.

1966 PLYMOUTH four door.
Good condition. See J.R. Mahan
N6C
at Bus Station.

PROPERTY WANTED
I. Three bedrooms, 1 L2 baths, central heat &air.
2. Three bedrooms, 1 lz baths, Lynn Grove School district
3. 3-4 bedrooms, that would be available after first of year
If you have the above described property, please give us
call.

1970 DUSTER, 3 speed, stick
shift, V8 engine, 4 barrel carburetor and headers. Good
condition. Phone Harold Walls
N6C
435-5061 after 5:00 p.m.

FULL SERVICE OFFICE
We list and sell your property
2. We locate other property for you.
3. We assist you with your financial obligations
4. We issue mortgage protection to cover your loan
5. We insure your property...homeowners, liability, fire.
6. Finally, we auction your excess personal property

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

C

GA

Li

9' -

WHERE CAN YOU FIND THIS ONE-STOP SERVICE FOP
PROPERTY? only at

.• 1•

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE

an.'

202 So. 4th
Phone 753-3263
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS

I,

GIVE US A CALL
Home Phone

TWO BEDROOM, bath and
electric heat. Located 500 Ky.
Avenue. $70.00 per month. Phone
442-0016.
N4P

GARAGE
APARTMENT.
Furnished or unfurnished.
12'x50' TRAILER,electric heat, 3 Couples. No children or pets
miles from Murray. Phone 753- Phone 753-7846 or 753-1409. TFC
7856 or 753-6231.
N10C

le, Dec'd
Cole, 814 Main Street,
Ky., Adm.

1TP

TRACTOR-IRA I LER DRIVERS

FOR
RENT

ng in your
xperienced.
d. Phone 753N6C

Irvin Harris, Cleric
: Judith Milky, D.C.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

and Pest
4, 100 South
y day you
eir
TFC

is 2 day of November, 1971

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

TITtYiittt11TtltT

ning, back
Rex Camp
TFC

•

HELP WANTED

SATURDAY-NOVEMBER 4, 1972

OLD 4 room holm with bath, oil
heat, 1 mile west of Mid-Way.
Phone 753-3477.
N4P

Sales Personnel:
LI

VOTING IS A PRIVILEGE, USE IT. It would also be a
privilege to own this MANSION. BEAUTIFUL SHADY LOT,
four bedrooms, three baths, finished basement with den,
fireplace, open staircase in luxurious entrance hall. Double
garage, central heat and great location near M.S.U. Must be
seen to really appreciate.

TAKE TIME TO VOTE on Tuesday and also take time to
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
come by our office and let us tell you about the two FARMS
unfurnished apartment, central
we have with over 400 acres each. YOU can even get owner
heat and air. Good location. LI financing on one. Good roads.
Available October 1. Phone 7534331.
TFC LI
THE WHITE HOUSE CAN BE WON - Well not really won and
TWO-BEDROOM house, located
not the Washington White House, but we have several good
412 N.4th St. Phone 753-3829. N4P
buys in white houses, really they're not all white, one is green
IJ
and only $7,000.00 on large lot and city water. We have a
UNFURNISHED HOUSE at 108
NEAT White house with three bedrooms, carpeting, central
South 12th Street. Inquire at
air, garage, deep lot and just $17,900.00. Also has concrete
Rowland Refrigeration or phone
drive and lots of shade and privacy.
753-2825.
N4C
CAMPAIGNING AND WORKING for someone else but want
THREE BEDROOM house,
out on your own? Well see us today for our COMPLETELY
electric heat and air conditioner
EQUIPPED COMMERCIAL LOTS. Also have 20 ACRES
Furnished or unfurnished. Couple
zoned commercial and has.R.R. frontage.
preferred. Available Nov. 15th
No dogs. Call 753-6388 or 753-2743. 9
after 6.
N4P

A LANDSLIDE VICTORY can be yours with your family
when you tell them you have purchased this cute little cottage on the lake. COMPLETELY furnished and can be yours
for only $7,000.
DEMOCRATS, REPUBLICANS, dr INDEPENDENTS have
all been asking about this gorgeous house. It is located on
Olive Street in walking distance of M.S.U. & Middle School,
and has four bedrooms, two baths, full basement, formal
dining, double garage and lots more room. Call for an appointment.
ROBERTS REALTY HAS MANY OUTSTANDING BUYS IN
ALL TYPES OF REAL ESTATE. WE COULDN'T
POSSIBLY PUT ALL OF THEM IN THE PAPER EVERY
WEEK,SO IF THERE IS SOMETHING YOU WOULD LIKE
TO HAVE IN THE LINE OF _REAL ESTATE, BE IT A
HOME,BUSINESS,FARM,OR LAKE HOUSE;-OR -JUST A
VACANT LOT, SEE THE EXPERTS, SEE ROBERTS
REALTY. IF YOU ARE WANTING TO SELL YOUR
PRESENT PROPERTY OR TRADE FOR SOMETHING
CALL 753-1651 AND LET HOYT OR RAY HELP YOU. WE
ARE BIG ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF ANY REAL
ESTATE NEED, YET WE STILL LET YOU DEAL WITH
THE OWNERS OF THE BUSINESS, WE TAKE OUR
BUSINESS PERSONALLY. DON'T FORGET TO CAST
YOUR BALLOT ON TUESDAY, AND DON'T FORGET US
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE.

16 SPACE BOARD of health
approved trailer park. Two miles
ci
1966 OLDS, Delta 88, 4-door east of Murray. Good inLi sedan, power brakes, power vestments at $13,006. Phone 753N14(
steering, air, motor good, body 3648 or 7534202.
fair. I need smaller car. Price,
$575, or best offer. See at 802 N. NEW THREE bedroom brick, on
20th after 5 p.m.
N4C 150 x 200 lot, one mile southwest
of Coldwater on blacktop road.
1967 MALIBU CHEVELLE. For Priced at $15,800. If interested
N8P
further information, 753-8005 call 489-2110.
after 5 p.m.
N5C
AUTOS FOR SALE

1967 REBEL two door, power
brakes and- -steering, -radio and
snow tires. Excellent condition.
Phone 753-8432. Call between 2
and 9p.m.
N7C

TWO BEDROOM house, carpeted, electric heat, washer and
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank dryer connections, with stove if
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC needed, has outside storage. $80.
per month, 307 N. 5th St. Call
PIANO
TUNING -Repair- Calvert City,395-7478.
N4C
rebuilding. Prompt expert satvice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt FURNISHED HOUSE for college
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, girls, one block from University.
Murray, Kentucky. Plione
753 Available November 1. Phone
8911.
November21C 753-4974.
TFC

ci

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE
SEE

Cl

C-1

Call 753 1651

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

Ray Roberts - 753-5583
n

16 SPACE, board rig health
trailer park. Two miles east of
Murray. Good investments at
$13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 753.
6202.
N133

1967 OLDSMOBILE 98 Coupe, 'BY iNNER; four bedrooik
new tires, mechanically perfect. .home, with large den, lari:c
See at Sholar Auto Repair. Phone private patio, large.utility twin,
753-1751 or after 5 p.m. call 489- maple cabinets, dishwasher.
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
2481.
N4C
•and Middle Schools. Priced
sell. Bank loan available to right
1968 CHEVELLE SS 396. person.
Phone 753-1822 days, or
Automatic, power steering and
753-6342 nights.TFC
brakes. Phone 7534051.
N4C

* Member of Multiple Listing *

FURNISHED THREE bedroom
home. 10 miles South of Murray.
Call Puryear, 1-901-247-5353 for
appointment. Must furnish
references.
N8P

Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Bill Adams 753-5657
Don Nanny 753-9912

1970 MONTE CARLO, low TWO FARMS-14 and 38 acres to
mileage. Good condition. Phone owner. Property locate NO
753-4759.
N4C thwest of Kirksey. Call after 5
N5C
p.m.,753-1497.
1969 FORD LTD 10 passenger
station wagon. New tires, air
water, septic
conditioned, power steering and 1 ACRE LOT, with
already in
pole
light
tank
and
brakes, $2095.00. Phone 753Gravel driveway. Phone
ground.
11747.
N6C
N4C
435-715.
1969 CHEVELLE, 350 engine,
bucket seats, automatic on the
floor, air conditioned, two door
hardtop. Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
pull.
N6P

APPROXIMATELY 154 acres
near Buchanan, Tenn. Priced at
$75 per acre. If interested call
489-2110.
N8P

-

•

z
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U.S. Rushes More Warplanes To
South In War's Biggest Effort
SAIGON ( AP) — The United
States rushed more warplanes
to South Vietnam_ today in the
war's biggest military aid effort. It will to make the South
Vietnamese air force the third
largest in the world with more
than 2,000 aircraft.
North Vietnam assailed the
Nixon administration for the
big buildup, declaring: The
acts definitely reject Nixon and
other U.S. officials' statements
that peace in Vietnam is within
reach."
Despite a partial U.S. bombing halt above the 20th parallel,
Hanoi claimed that American
air strikes below the parallel
against Vinh and Dong Hoi
cities arid a number of villages
in the southern panhandle
killed and wounded hundreds of
civilians and caused heavy
property damage.

The North Vietnamese For- helicopters were at the base,
eign Ministry issued an official being assembled.
statement condemning the UnThe F5 fighter planes are
ited States.
coning from Iran, Taiwan and
U.S. military sources said the South Korea. The Pentagon
South Vietnamese Air Force said these countries have
will have received as many as agreed to supply the F5s from
400 new aircraft by mid-No- their inventories under a barter
vember. These include F5, A37 arrangement because the modand Al fighter-bombers, Chi- el is in short supply in the Unnook helicopters and four-en- ited States.
gine C130 transports. The shipThe Pentagon did not say
ments began Thursday.
how the United States would re- Al fighter-bombers began ar- place the aircraft, but indicate*
riving today by ship and were this could be done with newer
being unloaded at the big F5s in the future or possibly F9
American-built Newport docks Phantoms.
—
just outside of Saigon.
"We want to give President
Dismantled F5s were being Thieu the strength to hold off
hauled into Bien Hao Air Base, North Vietnam after the U.S.
15 miles northeast of Saigon, by withdraws," said one U.S. offigiant C5A transports.
cial in explaining the buildup.
More equipment was flowing
A draft peace agreement
into Saigon's Tan Son Nhut Air worked out last month in Paris
Base. Thirty of the big Chinook between the United States and
North Vietnam stipulates the
parties may replace existing
military equipment only on a
one-to-one basis once the agreeof burglary tools, when he died ment is signed.
in the jail in 1970.
U.S. sauces said the increase
in the size of the Vietnamese
Teenage
Air Force by at least 25 per
OWENSBORO,Ky.( APj — A cent was aimed at inducing
11-year-old Owensboro girl, Ma- President Thieu to accept1 a
rilee Jane Schalk, will compete modified cease-fire plan. He
in the Miss Teenage America has balked at some provisions
pageant Nov. 18-25 in . Fort and has insisted among other
Worth, Tex.
things that all North VietnaThe senior—at Owensboro inese forces be withdrawn from
-High School is. Miss Teenage the South.
Owensboro.
Meanwhile, U.S. B52 bombers
The national winner will be kept up heavy raids in the
named in finals to be televised southern panhandle of North
by CBS Nov. 25.
Vietnam. The raids were
staged to crush a Communist
Capture
attempt to beat any cease-fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AF) — and get supplies into South
An inmate of the State Refor- Vietnam. About 30 B52 bombers
matory near La Grange who struck in the North against supwalked away from a work de- ply caches and
troop positions.
tail Wednesday was captured
Ground fighting appeared to
Friday.
have tapered off slightly for the
Billy Savoy, Alias George E.
first time in 10 days. The SaiThomas, 47, of Louisville, was gon command
reported slightly
charged with escaping from the
less than 100 attacks for the
institution.
first time in the 10-day period.
Savoy was serving a fiveyear sentence on a charge of
illegal possession of narcotics.

Murray High. .. Hazel Woman's Club
Murray had one final chance
to score late in the game. A six
yard gain by Dale McCuiston
carried the Tigers down to the
Falcon four. After getting
absolutely nowhere on the
ground in three plays, the
Tigers tried to pass for six
points. But Brad Barnett's
beautiful pass skipped off the
fingers of Hughes and the
Tigers were unable to trim the
margin of the loss.
Final game statistics found
Murray with 162 yards on the
ground and 25 in the air for a
total of 187. The Falcons had 139
on the ground and the 57 yard
pass for a total net of 196.
Murray had 13 first downs in the
game while Fort Campbell
managed eight.
Individually,
McCuiston
finished with 106 yards in a fine
effort. Landolt, who carried
only once in the final half, had
47 yards. Chuck Powell, a 175
pound senior back, gained 68
yards for Fort Campbell.
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Kentucky Roundup
Tobacco
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP , The top support price on this
season's burley tobacco market
is $82 per hundred pounds. for
both choice buff lugs and
choice buff flyings.
This figure represents over a
$2 gain from last year.
Among the top grades, fine
buff flyings and lugs will carry
a floor price of $81, and good
buff flyings and lugs and fine
tan leaf will be supported at
$80.
Suit
LOUISVILI1E, Ky,(AP) — A
$2 million damage suit against
Jefferson County Sheriff Allen'
Hamilton and county Fiscal
Court has been dismissed by a
circuit judge.
The suit, charging negligence
in the death of a jail inmate,
Charles Eugene Strickland. 20.
was dismissed by Circuit Judge
Thomas A Ballantine Jr.
Strickland was serving a oneyear-term for attempting storehouse breaking and possession

World News Briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON ( AP( — Indians, some of them smeared
with paint and ° armed with
makeshift weapons, hold the
Bureau of Indian Affairs building. Indian spokesmen say they
won't leave until the government accepts a list of demands
including sacking some of the
BIA's administrators and replacing them with Indians.
So far, the Indians have refused a court order to leave
and shouted down a U.S. Marshal's peace offer. They've
been in the building since
Thursday dusk. Newsmen
who've been inside say the Indians have used office furniture, equipment and plumbing
to fashion weapons and ban-icades.

he said, the details of the
agreement are still to be worked out. The nine-point peace
plan disclosed by the North
Vietnamese has referred only
to South Vietnam, not including
all of Indochina as the Nixon
reference did. At campaign
stops, the President called for a
Republican Congress and
pledged to support "our opponent"'( Sen. George McGovern)
should he be elected Tuesday.

CHICAGO(AP)— Democratic presidential candidate Sen.
George McGovern says President Nixon's setting a Vietnam
settlement course that is " not
a path to peace, but a detour
around election day." At a rally hosted by Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley, McGovern
SAIGON 4APj — The United said" What we are
seeing in
States is hustling more war- this campaign is the
manipulaplanes to South Vietnam today tion of hopes
by men who know
and when the aid effort is com- how to get
power and want to
pleted, South Vietnam will have keep it, but do not know
what it
the world's third-largest air is for. In politics,
there are
force.
some things more precious than
Reason for the hurryup build- victory.One of
thorn i§ truth."
up, authorities say, is the peace
plan said to be impending. One
NEW YORK(Al') — Superof the provisions would visory
personnel filled in today
freeze the north-South military for Columbia
Broadcasting Sysstatus quo, allowing hardware tem cameramen,
engineers and
to be replaced only on a one- technicians on,
strike over failfor-one basis. The buildup, U.S. ure to reach
agreement on a,
officials say, is to get as much new contract.
to the South Vietnamese as posCBS said the strike would not
sible before a peace accord is
disrupt its election coverage.
signed.
The strike did cancel planned
WASHINGTON I AP) — Pres- telecasts of two National Footident Nixon says a basic agree- ball League games—Dallas at
ment has been reached for an San Diego and St. -Louis at
Indochina-wide cease-fire. But, Philadelphia.

People In The News
NEW YORK ( AP) — Pop
music stars James Taylor and
Carly Simon were married Friday night in a city municipal
building.
Taylor, who ranks as a pop
singer-songwriter superstar,announced his marriage at a
• three-hour concert which began
at midnight Friday at Radio
City Music Hall.
"It's rather sensational,"
Tayktr said, after the applause
which greeted his announcement. "I don't know Whether to
be more nervous about the con
cert or the marriage." The new
Mrs. Taylor, in a sweater and
long skirt, took a bow with her
aiJisirsii***aficsalmbot,sppg an.

encore

Death Claims
Mrs. Causey
At Hospital

WASHINGTON (AP) — Dr.
Manson Benedict of the Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology has wan the Atomic
Energy Commission's 1972 Fermi award for various nuclear
achievemen(s.
Benedict will receive the $25,000 award late this year, the
AEC announced Friday, for
achievements including leadership in the creation_ of the
world's first gaseous diffusion
plant that still produces fissionable uranium for weapons and
power plant fuel at Oak Ridge,
Tenn
*
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The Hazel Woman's Club held
its meeting Monday,October 30,
at Mar-Lane Ceramics on thee
Mason Farm Road.
A demonstration was given by
Mrs. Richard Armstrong on
how to pour and mold ceramics.
Several worked on ceramic
pieces.
Mrs. Gerald Ray, club
president, president and appointed Mrs. Harold Wilkinson
on the Minimum
to serve
Foundation committee for
Calloway County.
A committee was appointed to
work with the Hazel City
Council on the decorations for
Christmas in the city.
Nine members were present.
Visitors were Mrs. Houston
Ray, Mrs. Tommy Paschall,
and Mrs. Garlon Hutson.

Nunn. ..
Continued from Page 1)
benefits that have resulted for
the nation and Kentucky.
That polies', he said, has
aided agriculture—as the wheat
and grain sales to Soviet Russia and China indicate—and in
turn the strong defense posture
has put Kentucky 14th in the
rank of states in military installations and related facilities.
Declaring he does not advocate a 'strong military
structure merely to create jobs
of commit aggression, the
former governor said the
Democratic
propoals
of
Presidential nominee George
McGovern would throw a
monkey wrench into the entire
arrangement.
Nunn asked why it is necessary to shift jobs from the necessity of defense to what he
termed make-work federal
jobs. He said McGovern's programs would cost the nation
another $100 billion to carry
out.
Then Nunn, as he constantly
has done, tried to link Huddleston closely with McGovern.
calling his Senate foe "an economic incompetent" who has
shown his irresponsibility and
opportunism as a state Senate
leader.
"It seems to me that people
are not going to re-elect the
President and then send
someone (to Washington) to tie
his hands behind him," Nunn
said,
of failing to vote for any tax
reform- in.the Kentucky General Assembly "until I gat-11r-Frankfort )," then borrowing a
Republican gubernatorial nominee's call for a food tax reduction.
Nunn also jibed at the polls
sponsored by his opponent,
which by latest Democratic
contention show Huddleston
with a 13 per cent lead in the
state.
"Those polls ( in Jefferson
County) show Huddleston is
more popular than Nixon," the
former governor said. "That
boy isn't that heavy. He'd better go back to the 1st District
of Western Kentucky) and do
his homework."
Nunn touched again on federal revenue sharing, in a somewhat different • light than
Thursday when he said he
would not commit himself to
making a permanent thing of
it.
Revenue sharing offers the
most realistic hope for development of local communities and
a reversal of the power flow
from Washington. he said.

First Baptist. ..
(Continued from Page I)
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KICKOFF RETURN—An alert Bubila Hughes grabbed this Ft. Campbell kickoff as it took a
Murray High bounce, and made a short return. The Tigers dropped their final game of the year to the
visiting Falcons 41-7.
Staff photo by David Hill

Funeral Services
At Sunday For
011ie F. Ball

Indians Still Barricaded
In Bureau Building Today

WASHINGTON AP) — Protesting Indians smeared with
warpaint and armed with
makeshift weapons today held
onto the Bureau of Indian Affairs building after shouting
down a peace offer made by a
U.S. Marshal.
, The some 400 Indians, who
are protesting their treatment
by the government, have occupied the building since dusk
Thursday. They have used file
cabinets, desks and other items
to barricade the building.
Early today, Federal Judge
John Pratt refused to hold the
Indians in contempt for not
obeying a court order to leave
the building. The government
sought to hold the Indians in
Mrs. Betty Jones of Dexter
contempt, which would have
passed away Friday at 5:45
allowed officials to try to evict
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
the protestors.
County Hospital. She was 91
The Indians planned today to
years of age.
hold a memorial service at the
The Dexter woman was the
Arlington Cemetery grave of
wife of the late Ed Jones. She
Ira Hayes, an Indian who was
was born July 8, 1881, and was
among the Marines who raised
the daughter of the late Elias
the flag on Iwo Jima.
Jones and Nancy Hopkins
In the early Morning hours
Jones.
today, the Indians refused to
Survivors include one son,
obey the court order to clear
Wayne Jones of Murray, two
out of the building by midnight.
sisters, Mrs. Edith Jones of
and then shouted down the JusDexter Route One and Mrs.
tice Department's compromise
Elna Jones of Westview Nuroffer relayed by Assistant U. S.
sing Home, and two grandMarshal James F. Palmer.
children.
Palmer told the Indians that
Funeral arrangements are
although officials "want to coincomplete, but friends may
operate," the Indians would
call at the Linn Funeral Home
have to obey the court order to
of Benton.
leave the building at some
point. The offer provided for
other accommodations for the
Indians.
However, Vernon Bellecort, a
leader of the militant American
Final rites for Ernest W. Page Indian Movement, said, -We
have no intention of vacating
M.'be onducted by - Rev.
Kenneth Cole and Rev. C.R. this buildIng until the nine demands are .met ... we have no
Simmons today at two p.m. at
Mrs. Glayds Causey of Hazel
indications that any progress
the chapel of the J.B. Churchill
Route One passed away Friday
has, been made" in negotiations
Funeral Home.
at 4:20 p.m. at the Murraywith the government on the deAnion Owen, Owen Henson
Calloway County Hospital. She
mands.
Hale, Prentice Colson, Lloyd
was 71 years of age and her
Among the demands BelleHasty, Hayden Morris, and
death followed an extended
cort referred to are the disNelson Key will be the
illness.
pallbearers. Burial will be in missal of Asst. Interior SecreThe deceased was a member
the Elm Grove Cemetery with tary Harrison Leosch, who suof the
Seventh and Poplar the
arrangements by the J.H. pervises the BIA; of deputy
Church of Christ. She was born
Churchill Funeral Home where BIA commissioner John a
October 2, 1901, in Henry
Crow, and of Bob Robertson,
friends may call.
County, Tenn , and was the
director of the National Council
Page, age 63, a resident of
daughter of the late Lee Dunlap
Murray Route Six, died on India./ Opportunity which
and Cora Evanee Story Dunlap.
Thursday at 7:50 a.m. at the works out of Vice President
One sister. Mrs. Goldie
Spiro T. Agnew's office. The
Alexander, preceded her sister Murray-Calloway County protesters asked that these
Hospital. He is survived by his
in death in January 1961.
wife, Mrs. Myrtle Rhea Page, people be replaced by Indians.
Mrs. Causey is survived by daughter,
The Indians—many of whom
Mrs.
Pattie
one daughter, Mrs. Juanita
Winfield, two sons, Bill and were armed with makeshift
Thorn of Hazel Route One; two
Harice Page, and five grand- weapons—have occupied the
sisters, Mrs. Geulah Johnson of
FHA building since dusk
children.
Venice, Ill., and Mrs. Carlos
Thursday to press demands
( Barnalee) Byars of Hazel;
they say must be met for their
one brother, John Wesley )(ow
SISTERHOOD MEET
survival in white America.
of Detroit, Mich.; two grandChapter M of the P.E.0
Early today, shortly after a
children.
Sisterhood will meet Monday, midnight deadline to get out,
Funeral services will be held November 6, at 7:30 p.m. at the the demon.straters shouted
Sunday at three p.m. at the home of Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
down a government comchapel of the Blalock-Coleman
promise prdposal to provide
Funeral Home with Bro. John
!ATTIE MOON MEET
them with beds, baths, food and
Dale officiating.
The Lottie Moon Group of the other accommodations.
Interment will __he _ in the Baptist Women of the First
protesters,
some
The
Murray Cemetery 1—
tiah
r
the EtaTiti6T—rtitrffti Witt—meet
ed-with paint and other
arrangements by the Blalock- Monday, November 6, at 7.:30 color substances, ransacked .or:Coleman Funeral Home where p.m. at the home of Mrs. T.(' fices for chairs, desks, file cabfriends may call after six p.m. Collie with Mrs..Jarries Ward as inets and sofas to barricade
today 1Sattirday.
).
Cohostess.
doors and windows of the build-

Wayne Jones
Mother Dies
Here Friday

Has Regular Meet

(Continued from Page I)

The funeral for 011ie F. Ball of
Hamlin will be held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Dr. Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr., and Rev. James
Baker officiating.
Pallbearers will be Walter
Michael, George Smith, Robert
Stockdale, Thomas Stockdale,
Carl Swisher, and Marlowe
Lanham.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Ball, age 65, died Thursday at
8:25 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
moved to Calloway County in
August 1971 after having
operated a sewing center at
Lafayette, Ind. He was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church of Murray.
He was born September 21,
1907 in Maysville, Ind. He was
piseceded in death by his
mother, Mrs. Ida Dickson Ball,
and a son, Eugene Ball.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Allen Ball of Hamlin who
he married July 23, 1927; his
father, Johnnie Ball of Casse
Grande,
Arizona;
two
daughters, Mrs. Robert (Faye
Louise) Stockdale of Lafayette,
Ind., and Mrs. George (Kaye)
Smith of Greenwood, Ind.; one
son, Allan Ball of Garden City,
Mich.; ten grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.

Final Rites Today
For Ernest W. Page
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mg—readying themselves for
what their leaders said would
be a police effort to evict them.
But there was no such effort.
Newsmen inside the building
itself said it was a shambles.
Offices had been ransacked and
there was a five-foot pile of
electric typewriters blocking an
inside stairway.
Indians were sleeping in the
corridors
and
offices
throughout the building. Debris
was strewn about and folding
chairs and other furniture was
piled in front of many windows.
Earlier in the evening, the
beat of a drum pounded
throughout the building as
some Indians smashed windows
and chanted Indian songs.
The first indication the Indians were going to ignore an
eviction order signed earlier
Friday by a federal judge came
when American Indian Movement field coordinator Dennis
Banks yelled: "Okay, the party
is all over. Quit milling around
and prepare to do battle."

Huddleston. ..
(Continued from Page 11
tration "and be a yes man to
the President,"
Byrd, like Hearns, recalled
the days of yesteryear when
the Democratic administrations
of Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman passed a great
number of bills to establish programs to benefit the common
man.
Meantime, Huddleston continued to rap his opponent, Louie
B. Nunn, on the subjects of
credibility and taxes. At stop
after stop he refers to Nunn as
the "super-taxer and the super
promise-breaker."
Huddleston made a chipperstop tour of the 6th District Friday with John Breckinridge,
the Democratic candidate for
Congressman there, and
planned a similar helicopter
trip with Representative Carl
Perkins- today in the 7th District of Eastern Kentucky.
At each stop Huddleston
charged Nunn with responsibility for the state's five per
cent sales tax — -the highest
of any state in the nation" —
and reminds his listeners that
Nunn was elected governor of
no new taxes.
Then, he says, that he and
Gov. Wendell Ford were responsible for removing that
same tax, as they promised,
from groceries, prescription
medicine and farm machinery.
A crescendo of Huddleston's
campaign conies tonight with a
rally at his hometown of Elizabethtown with he and Ford to
visit ,the University of Inuisville-Tulsa football _game afterward. •

tomorrow will start at 10:45
a.m. following the 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School hour. The adult
choir, under the direction of the
minister of music, Rudolph
Howard, will present 'The
Lord Is a Mighty God," by
Mendelssohn at the morning
service, and • "Magnify the
Name of Jesus" by Harris at the
evening service.
The evening worship service,
as has been the custom at the
church in recent .years, will
start at 5 p.m. for the first time
of the 1972-73 winter season.
Immediately following, a
welcoming fellowship period for
the Moody family will be held in
the church fellowship hall with
every member invited to
participate.
George Lilly, who served as
moderator of the church for 22
months during the interim
period, is the Deacon of The
Week and will assist the pastor
with the morning service,
A native of Henderson, Lilly is
a professor and vice chairman
in the Department of Industrial
Education at Murray State
University and holds two
degrees from
Western Kentucky University.
In addition to serving as an
adult department superintendent, Sunday School teacher
anctin other capacities, Lilly is
serving his third three-year
term on the board of deacons.
He has been a member of the
church since coming to Murray
25 years ago.
Mrs. Lilly is the former Lucy
Kummer of Franklin, Ky., and
they have two daughters: Dr.
Sandy Lilly, a pediatrics
resident at Vanderbilt frospital,
Nashville, and Trudy, a teacher
in the Nashville schools.

Bob Houston Named
Society President
Bob 'Houston, a graduate
student at Murray State
University from
Paducah,
was re-elected president of the
Sgima Delta Pi national
honorary Spanish society in
recent officer elections.
1.inda Taylor, graduate
assistant in Spanish at Murray,
was elected vice-president.
Miss Taylor obtained her M.A.
in Spanish this summer and Tspresently working on a 30-hour
above program. Maria Howell, a senior
majoring in Spanish, was
elected secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Howell is a native of
Madrid, Spain.
A Spanish musical program
was presented by John Houaton
and, Malissa Wilkins from
Paducah and Diane Clark from
Murray. Ken Sinclair, a
graduate-plus student at
Murray. presented his most
interesting and beautiful slides
from Peru.
A Spanish "Posada" is being
planned for December at the
University for college and area
high school Spanish students.
The Zeta Upsilon Chapter of
Sigma Delta Pi is sponsored by
Dr. Gary 1.. Haws. It is one of
the seven honor societies on
campus that, is affiliated with
the Associatioit_bf College
Honor Societies.
-

FI,INT WOMEN
The Baptist Women of the
Flint Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Macon
EXECUTIVE BOARD
The Executive Board of the 'Rickman
on
Monday,
atuan-p.ins-tor _
meet at the club house at 11:30 the World Day of Prayer
a.m. Each member is to bring a program. A potluck supper ,will
be served.
sack lunch.

Kappa Department
To Meet On Monday
The Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, November 6, at
7:30 p.m, at the club house.
Members note change in date.
Cal Luther, head basketball
coach at Murray State
University, will be the guest
speaker. His subject will be
"Olympic Games In Munich"
which he attended along with
his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Landoll this summer.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Jack Shell, Glenn Rogers, Don
Grogan, Joseph Rexroat,
James Ransom, and Lawrence
Philpot.
HAZEL, WOMEN
The Baptist Women of the
Hazel Baptist Church will meet
at the ghurch annex on Monday,
November 6. at 10:30 a.m. to
observe the WoVlic Day of
Prayer. A covered dish halcheon- IviiI--be- served --at p.
followed by the program on
"Communicating The Gospel"
at one p.m.
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